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PART ONE_INTRODUCTION

Solution Oriented Partnership: introduction
Ezio Manzini

“Food Delivery Solutions” is the second of a
series of two books both issued from the HiCS
European research project. HiCS standing for
“Highly Customerised Solutions” involving
a network of sixteen universities, research
centres and companies from seven European
countries, all active during three years of an
action-research process.
The aim of this process was to develop, and
experiment with, an original methodology
that facilitates a network of partners to
conceive and develop industrialised, sustainable
solutions.
“Solution Oriented Partnership”, the
first of the two books, presents the overall
methodology to develop sustainable systems
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of products and services, delivered in a highly
effective way by a network of local and global
partners and able to address specifically each
given user in its given context. A complete
toolbox and a network of Solutions Centres
acting as facilitators for companies willing to
develop industrial sustainable solutions are
presented.
“Food Delivery Solutions”, the second of the
two books, shows the three Partners Based
Solutions projects developed in Spain, Italy
and Belgium/The Netherlands. They express
the results obtained by the implementation
line of the research in continuous dialogue
with the developing methodology.
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PART ONE_INTRODUCTION
The focus here is on the food sector and
particularly on contexts-of-use where people
demonstrate various difficulties in having daily
access to appropriate meals.
Therefore readers will find in this book,
projects of food delivery and original ways
to organise an architecture of partners able to
provide flexibles answers to the market. But it
shows also in background the methodology
and tools applied by the newly grown Solution
Centres available to catalyse sustainable and
efficient partnerships in any other need area.
Both books could be read separately, but it
is better to read them in parallel, jumping
back and forth from the methodology and
tools to the resulting projects, picturing (and
mirroring) in a way the all action-research
process followed by the authors.
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PART ONE_INTRODUCTION

Generale Introduction
François Jégou, Peter Joore

Food Delivery Solutions, focuses on the needs
of people with reduced access to food and
presents three original industrial solutions to
face them. The Solution Oriented Partnership
approach used to develop it focuses on four
key-objectives that this approach aims at
achieving:
- solution oriented partnerships, combining
stakeholders that would normally not
work together like profit and non-profit
organisations, multinationals and SME’s,
global and local players.
- industrialised solutions based on a
global platform of products, services and
knowledge combined with specific local
solution elements.
8/9

-

contextualised solutions that are focused
on a specific user in a specific context, and
can be adapted to fit other related contexts
of use.
- sustainable solutions that are both
profitable for companies and beneficial
for society.
The book contains three main parts. The
‘backgrounds’ section gives an overview of
the current situation of reduced access to
food: What is the state-of-the-art in terms
of food delivery services currently available
on the market? What could be learned
from remarkable cases of spontaneous social
innovation and mutual help around food
access? How can an approach that thinks in
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terms of contexts-of-use overcome classical
marketing segmentation when focusing on
people with reduced mobility and physical
handicaps?
The core ‘solution’ section shows the
experience of three Solution Oriented
Partnerships developed during an actionresearch process. Punto X in Italy focuses on
the availability of organic food in contexts
where it was not available before. La Fiambrera
in Spain proposes original synergies between
social assistance and business area’s. DuniChef
in Belgium and the Netherlands shows a
service able to offer personalization of meals
served in large institutions.
The final ‘transversal analysis’ section compares
the three parallel experiences. User issues
takes a look at the resulting solutions and
the benefits in terms of flexibility to different
contexts-of-use, quality of food provided and
social sustainability. Industrial issues focuses
on the organisation of the solutions and the
benefits companies and institutional partners
can gain from these new solution architectures.

The concluding chapter, Solution Oriented
Partnership and Solution Centres draws
the lessons learned during three years of
dialogue between scientific research and the
implementation of the industrial projects in
the food sector. This chapter also shows the
perspective of Solution Centres developing
new Partner Based Solutions in other areas,
applying the experience and know-how
acquired during the Solution Oriented
Partnership project.
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Food delivery services
Helma Luiten, Peter Joore, Lucia Rampino

Introduction
Among existing food delivery services, many
are already beneficial in reaching people with
reduced access to food. Before proposing
new ones, it is important to briefly analyse
a selection of services that are already on
the market, in order to learn from them, so
gaining useful indications for developing new
solutions.
The analysed food delivery cases exemplify
two different types of service and two different
models for offering a service.
Regarding the service type, a distinction can be
made in services that enable or relieve people.
Enabling services permit individuals to use at
best their personal resources, giving them tools
12 / 13

to perform a certain function better, or with
less effort. In the food-delivery field, this is
translated in the home-delivery of ingredients
for meal preparation.
Relieving services deliver solutions to the
individuals with the least user effort, taking
the work out of the users hands. In the food
delivery fields, this means that the meal is
prepared and cooked elsewhere and when it is
delivered it is ready to be consumed.
In addition to the two different models of
offering a service, a distinction can be made in
the set up of the organisation that delivers the
service, which can either have a centralised or
a network structure. In a network organisation,
a group of players is connected to deliver a

Restricted entry
requirements
Since a regular homedelivery of ready-to-eat
meals is an expensive
service, meals-on-wheels
are often subsidised by
a social institution.
The result is that, in
order to access the
service, there is the
need for well defined
entry requirements.
For example, the service
Tafeltje-dek-je is not
available for everybody
who wants a (hot)
meal served at home. In
general you have to be
an elderly person and
you have to be in need
for this service. In only
a few cases exceptions
are made, but everyone
who wants to subscribe
is screened first. This has
to do with the subsidies
and volunteers that
are involved. The result
is a stigmatising image:
elderly see it as the last
solution before entering
an elderly care institute.

“I’m not able to cook anymore…”

II.2 Food delivery services
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certain service, while staying independent and
equal in relationship. In a centralised structure
one main player manages most of the elements
of a service, often delivering its own products
and centralising almost everything under its
own management, creating more hierarchical
relationships.
A graph has been used to place all the
analysed examples of existing food-delivery
services, according to their service type
(enabling-relieving) and organisational model
(centralised-networked). Below, the essence
of the examples is described. The examples
are grouped according to the quadrant of
the graph to which they belong: enablingcentralised services, relieving–centralised
services, relieving-networked services and
enabling-networked services.
Examples of food-delivery services
Enabling-centralised services
These kinds of services, that offer the homedelivery of food shopping goods, exist in many
forms. They are usually offered from medium
14 / 15

and big distribution chains. For instance in the
Netherlands, the Albert service offers home
No acquaintance with
delivery from four different shops: Albert Heijn
this service system
(a supermarket), Etos (a drug-store), Gall&Gall
The constraints for
(a liquor store) and Deli XL (for lunches and
reaching a really broad
audience for several
economy-sized packs). The user pays the same
food-delivery services is
prices as in the stores, adding seven Euro for
the lack
the delivery. It is classified as centralised because of acquaintance with the
service. A good example is
the shops involved all belong to Ahold, the
the Odin service, which
multinational mother organisation. Another
is distributed by health
and reform shops. These
example of an enabling and centralised service
shops are still mainly
is the frozen food home delivery service from visited by a select group
Bofrost. Both frozen ingredients and frozen of people. And these shops
are not to be found in
meals can be ordered. It is present in twelve
every city and village.
European countries. Ordering can both be
Although this kind of
service makes organic
done by internet and telephone.
food more easily available
Key problems of a service that offers the
and more attractive
home-delivery of food shopping is that the
to a broader target
a vast majority
group,
user still has to prepare their own meal.
of the people have still
Furthermore, on-line ordering can be a
never heard of it. Could
this service also be
technical barrier, especially for elderly users.
Relieving-centralised services
In this area we find all the services of regular

offered by well-known
supermarkets and would
this enlarge the number
of subscribers?

“Which vegetables are we Going to eat
this week?”
II.3 Food delivery services
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home delivery of ready to eat meals handled
locally by food companies and/or social
services: the so called meals-on-wheels market.
In almost all European countries a meals-onwheels service is available, usually delivering
hot meals to elderly people. Generally, behind
the system there is one organisation per city
with one kitchen that prepares meals and
organises the total service. Often volunteers
are involved to deliver the meals to the people.
In most cases meals are offered hot, so the time
of eating depends on the time it is delivered.

Furthermore, these services are on an average
quite expensive, so that they are affordable for
the majority of the users only when subsidised
by a social institution.

Relieving-networked services
In this area are included all the chain delivery
initiatives and gastronomic catering (from
pizza-delivery to high-standard catering). In
many major European cities, on-line services
have recently become available that offer
courses delivered at home using a network
of local existing restaurants. In addition
Examples are Tafeltje-dek-je in the to this, these on-line services offer other
Netherlands and MilanoRistorazione in Italy. facilities, such as lunches delivered at offices,
Recently, cool-fresh meals, that can be stored rental of a chef who prepares meals at the
in the refrigerator, or frozen meals, that have client’s house, catering services, wines and
to be heated in the microwave, are delivered CD shopping, laundry services and so on.
(for the latter, the German Zeitsprung service Examples are Roomservice.co.uk in London
is an example). These services make it easier and Milanoatavola.it in Milan. Since these
for elderly people to continue living alone. services are designed for occasional use, they
However, often the food is not considered are expensive if used on a long-term basis.
very tasty, the user lacks real choice and meals Furthermore they are considered rather
must be ordered a long time in advance. negatively in terms of sustainability.
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Constraints of current Food
delivery services:
The examples shown
in this chapter have
both strong and
weak points. Some
important constraints
for their availability
and application to a
really broad audience
are, among others:
technological barriers,
restricted entry
requirements and lack of
acquaintance with the
specific service.
Technological constraints:
All on-line services
(like Roomservice.co.uk,
Milanoatavola.it,
Volendo.com and the
Albert service) are in
principle available for
a large audience, via
the internet. But the
internet and handling a
computer is, at the same
time, a constraint in
really addressing all the
people that may want to
make use of meal services
at home. This technology
is still a barrier for a
lot of elderly.

“Which restaurant do we invite round
tonight?”
II.4 Food delivery services
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Enabling-networked
This kind of services delivers meals’ ingredients
using a local network of suppliers. In this area
there are no big clusters of existing solutions
but, by essence, single atypical initiatives. An
example is the Dutch service Odin, which
offers a weekly package of organic vegetables
and fruits together with recipes, by subscription.
Odin made cultivation agreements with 60
organic growers, by which these growers are
assured of sales. Another example is the Italian
home delivery service ‘Volendo.com’, which
offers on-line shopping from a broad variety
of shops. A key problem related to these type
of services is the possibility to replicate them
on a large scale.
Analysis of the existing solutions
The food-delivery services analysed shows
that networked-based organisations tend to
be more flexible and adaptable to different
contexts than centralised ones and that enabling
solutions are more promising in terms of social
and environmental sustainability. Of course
18 / 19

this classification has to be handled with care.
Some relieving services are in certain cases the
best solution, such as those for elderly people
that cannot cook or patients in a hospital.
But in general, Partner Based Solutions aim
at enabling people and at solutions that are
offered by partners in a network, so offering
great potential.

eat in = delivery

II.5 Social innovation and reduced access to food
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Social innovation and reduced access to food
Pia Valota

Existing solutions for people with reduced
access to food have been explored by the
HiCS project. Many of them, such as the socalled meals-on-wheels or elderly being helped
by neighbours, are very similar and widespread
across Europe as a way to let people stay at
home, avoiding admission to institutions as
far as possible. In such cases, the cost of the
delivery service is not stated or externalised,
since it is provided for on a voluntary basis.
In normal business, on the contrary, such costs
need to be taken into consideration and they
are important: often being up to three times
as much as the food cost itself, even in some
institutional solutions.
A few cases are briefy illustrated here, where
20 / 21

sustainable and effective - though economic
- solutions were reached by integrating private
and social goals. As for numberless similar cases,
their reason for success is in considering the
opportunities for overall economies: which
may only be done by a strict relation to one’s
own context.
In the restaurant sector, family logic is often
the reason for a business to be successful and
to persist in a given place; this is especially
true in Italy, where family links often support
economics - as different as the adopted
strategies may be.
Art Factory shows the case where three
brothers from Sardinia came to Milano,

Art Factory (previous page)
In a home delivery by Art
Factory nice pottery
dishes containing the
meals and steel cutlery
are supplied wrapped
in paper napkins; small
individual portions of
salt, pepper, olive oil and
any other appropriate
seasoning are provided.
The restaurant will
not only bring the tray
to the client’s home,
but eventually return
and take back the dirty
dishes.
No additional costs
are set on a meal home
delivery in comparison
with what clients pay
for the same meal when
consumed in the Art
Factory restaurant.
Comunità Alloggio PAT:
Shopping is a competent
activity where a person’s
self-esteem may be
improved upon, in spite of
their important physical
handicap.
A feeling of normality
is reached in the

institution = home

II.6 Social innovation and reduced access to food
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separately got experience in the restaurant
sector, then gathered together to start up a
common enterprise. Kinship is used to improve
stability and to minimize transaction costs, so
helping the business to quickly expand: the
initial bar was enlarged to a restaurant, and
soon after a second bar was opened in another
part of town. Visibility and being trendy are
their main assets, at the same time an unusual
care for their clients, who are offered luxurious
home delivery without increase in price. In
proportion to their whole business turn-over
that service is minor, so that its additional costs
may in fact be shared among all clients.
Salomé, contrarily, illustrates a local family’s
conscious will to keep in place, united from
generation to generation. That goal is attained
by involving all members in the business activity
as well as in reciprocal care roles. Though from
the outside their shop may be mistaken for a
small food shop in decay, their choice only
appears to be economically unrewarding. In
reality, those same rooms where salami and
cheese were sold in the Twenties, were adapted
22 / 23

in time to survive in a changing commercial dependents community, by
discussing and deciding
environment: they became a gastronomy shop, on food issues as usually
happens in a family.
then a snack bar in the Eighties, and at present
Each member contributes
the very food production place for a catering to preparing meals in the
large, luxurious kitchen
service that would serve bars and offices,
that is backing their
activity: the kitchen
or provide even 1.600 meals for an event.
was especially equipped,
Flexibility and physical nearness to the clients
taking care that many
different handicaps
lower the delivery service to little more than
needed to be met, by
the normal cost of meals, so making their offer donations from a number
of companies the manager
economically competitive.
contacted.
Not only a family, but a group in a community
having a strong common commitment may
build up a persistent business, that would
expand in capacity to meet local needs and
desires.
Such is the case of the Cooperativa Famiglie
Lavoratori: thirty years ago, a small group of
socially–oriented friends set up a purchase
group, and by now they rule a large selling
point. Originnally, a garage was their
warehouse and delivery was made through
one’s own car. Even though at present they are
being asked (from outside the cooperative) to

Il Laboratorio:
Handicap will normally
affect just a part of
one’s abilities: totally
segregating a person
because of their illness
may worsen their
condition and deprive
the community of
some useful help. A
successful therapeutical
programme focused on
food preparation by
mental patients was
organised, both for the
internal day-hospital
purpose and as a way to
lower the divide with
the external world:
patients at work in the
catering cooperative are
indistinguishable from
other workers.

disabled = not disabled
II.7 Social innovation and reduced access to food
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further expand and rule other shops, they want
to cling to their original scope: continually
improve products’ quality (for instance, a large
range of ethnic and organic food is available)
and provide to the cooperative’s members
an evolving set of collateral services. Store
loyalty overcame even a nearby hard discount’s
competition: a real success, in a non-affluent
situation.

Cooperativa Famiglie
health unit whose mission is to take daytime
Lavoratori:
care of mentally severely disordered patients. In a cooperative, members
The structure’s therapeutic philosophy is that
are both “clients” and
“shareholders”, but
no difference should be set, between “normal”
all would-be profits
people and the patients, with regards to any
must be ploughed back
for social purposes.
function both of them are able to carry on
CFL members like to
alike. Making people re-gain dignity and
discuss new initiatives
they may implement
autonomy, as far as possible, is the neurowith such money, and
psychiatrist’s commitment. Therefore, both
decide on the basis
both of members’ and
the volunteers and some of the unit’s guests
the larger community’s
Where an institutional framework is participate in a food delivery service for mental
suggestions and needs.
The cooperative store
unavoidable, excellence of the service – from disordered people at home: the mental health
has dedicated spaces for
the users’ point of view - seems to be in of the giver and the receiver is improved by
social activities:
- in the shop itself, a
proportion with the efforts managers to the equal, respectful relationship and adequate
corner is provided with
de-istitutionalize it, at least in the clients’ nutrition is assured to people that otherwise
arm-chairs and a table,
perception.
would have often exchanged restaurant tickets
so that people may stay
chatting together.
Besides bureaucracy, a weak point of (formerly provided to them by the public
- separately from the
institutional solutions are the asymmetrical assistance) for cigarettes. Moreover, the meal
shop, a large meeting
room is available for
relations
between
inside-outside
and itself, as all meals that may be eaten in the “Il
social activity, and three
operators-patients, possibly inherited from a Laboratorio” community, is jointly prepared by
small rooms are used as
classrooms
for teaching:
charities’ long-lasting tradition. A remarkable the patients and the unit’s professionals. Over
different language
case, where asymmetry was successfully a 30 years period the cooking activity, that
courses are offered,
for instance, matching
overcome, is to be found among the many initially was only internal and mostly meant
members’ capabilities and
initiatives of Il Laboratorio, a small public for therapeutic support became mixed up with
desires.
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shopping = being part of the community
II.8 Social innovation and reduced access to food
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“the exterior”, as public cooking courses were
hosted inside that structure, with some of the
patients getting a diploma, and an independent
co-operative for catering was created. Now, a
number of events and marriages address the
cooperative’s services: on purpose, and not
especially because of low costs.
Comunità Alloggio is a small unit within an
important historical charity. Ten people having
very important physical handicaps may be
hosted in it, and all sorts of medical care and
assistance are provided. What is really special,
though, is the way it is ruled by its manager
– who happens to be a psychologist with a
family tradition in volunteer services. He soon
undertook to improve the assisted people’s
moral attitude, that was - quite understandably
- highly depressed. In this case also,
encouragement towards non-medical activities
and especially entrusting the disabled group
with full responsibility for food was a key for
success. The residents therefore set in turn
their weekly menu, that is long discussed in
26 / 27

order to match the meals that are desired with
dietetic requirements; some of the residents go
shopping, accompanied: one will specialize in
vegetables, the other one in frozen food, etc.;
all of them help with the meal preparation,
following their capacity. Birthdays are
celebrated, so increasing personal knowledge
and links among them. An astonishingly
“normal” atmosphere is the result, that was
reached at costs that are equivalent to usual
hospitalization of this kind of people.

context-of-use

II.9 Context-of-use
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Context-of-use
Christina Lindsay, Simona Rocchi

This section provides an overview of an
investigation carried out on people’s needs
and problems in relation to ‘access’ to food,
in order to gain real-life-information to be
used as valuable input for the creation of new
or better solutions than the current ones. The
theory of this investigation has been addressed
in book one ‘Solution-oriented partnerships’,
especially in the chapters ‘Users in Contextsof-use’ and ‘Contexts-of-use Co-research
methodology’.
The context-of-use
The fieldwork targeted ‘people in contexts of
reduced access to food’ in phases of shopping/
delivery, preparation and consumption. The
meaning of reduced access not only refers
to people’s physical or mental, permanent or
28 / 29

The image shows
a possible way of
representing the links
between a particular
context-of-use and its
potential solutions,
illustrating issues, actors
and activities.

temporary, conditions but also more generally
This example is from
to limitations due to specific context conditions
the Italian SOP.
that reduce some expected performance. The
The urban area is
analysis focused on an understanding of specific
the Bovisa, in Milan
(Italy), characterised
contexts-of-use: local socio-cultural and
by the presence of a
physical environments in which users interact
very heterogeneous
with products and services related to food.
population (university
How we investigated the context-of-use
students, elderly,
The research partners adopted a repeatable craftsmen and workers).
and flexible approach able to combine the This is due to recent deep
social and productive
benefits of short-term traditional consumer
transformations, and
by the consequent
research techniques with new medium/
inadequateness
long-term investigation methods. The study
of everyday life
was conducted by a multidisciplinary team
infrastructures.
composed of consumer researchers and
Therefore Bovisa can be
assumed to be an area
designers, and often including the users.

with a particular social
relevance.

II.10 Context-of-use
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Selection of the Contexts-of-use
Initial hypotheses of contexts-of-use were
selected on the basis of the following
orientation criteria: geographical restrictions
(physical access to food for users); social
relevance (under-served societal groups);
market opportunities (unsatisfied, hidden,
emerging needs); and food quality limitations
(limited access to fresh and healthy food).
Some examples
The investigations, spread all around Europe
(Italy, Spain, U.K. and the Netherlands) covered
contexts-of-use which included elderly,disabled
and blind people at home and in community/
health-care centres, students at home and
in student-houses, immigrants at home and
in commercial spaces, people in hotels, etc..
In total, at this initial stage of the fieldwork,
42 pilot cases were addressed. Expanding on
these case studies, further contexts-of-use were
explored in the implementation phase:
· people in the urban area of Bovisa in Milan;
· users of the Rubí Social Services in Barcelona;
· people in hospitals in Belgium and The
Netherlands.
Analysis We analysed the research findings
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in two ways: using the ‘food cycle’ elements
of shopping/delivery, preparation and
consumption; and using the socio-cultural,
physical and psychological components
of the context-of-use. This enabled us to
identify six critical, often overlapping, issues
that appeared, in various forms and at various
times, in different contexts-of-use. Knowledge
includes not knowing where to buy food
locally, how to prepare healthy food, how to
budget for food etc. Experience deals with
both the negative and positive experiences of
interactions with food, such as the experiences
of eating alone or in a group, or having to eat
at set times. Timing is often related to a lack of
control over choosing when to eat or shop. It
can also refer to planning and budgeting needs.
Variety and choice can refer to both a lack of
choice or of too much choice, leading to an
overload of information. Shopping/delivery
relates primarily to physical access, perhaps in
reaching the shops or carrying the groceries
home, but also to appliances to cook the food
or to chosen dining places. Quality refers to the
quality of the food and includes such elements
as taste, freshness and appropriateness (diet or

The image is a collage of
photos from many of the
contexts-of-use, taken
by the researchers, the
designers and the users
themselves.
The collage illustrates
many aspects of people’s
everyday life in relation
to access to food.
Sometimes, similar
situations and issues
arose in different ways
in different contextsof-use.
For example, lack of
knowledge on where to
buy food was a problem
for immigrants at home,
and lack of knowledge
on how to prepare food
created difficulties for
both the elderly and
students.

II.11 Context-of-use
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cultural), as well as invoking a trust such as that
found in certified organic foods.
Translation in the Solution Oriented
Partnership methodology
The outcomes of this study have provided
informative and inspirational inputs for
several creative workshops for concepts
generation and scenarios building. Designers,
together with the business, used the findings
to outline the characteristics of potential
solutions identified to answer particular issues:
issues that often have been recognized across
different contexts-of-use, allowing for the
extension of the potential solutions from one
context to another, therefore solving multiple
problems. The outcomes have also been
used for envisioning design scenarios able to
communicate how the potential solutions can
resolve people’s current problems, how they
can be used and which actors are necessary for
their implementation. In this perspective, this
information has contributed to:
· the identification of those local partners
necessary for the implementation and
the success of specific new global-local
business propositions (e.g. maps and videos
32 / 33

The image shows one
documenting users’ interactions with local
way of presenting the
products and services helped us in figuring out findings of the contextsof-use investigation.
the players involved in the current available
For each individual
answers, but also those less visible, or even
person, the card
missed, players that can assume an important
introduces an overview
of his or her life in
role in the promotion of new solutions.);
relation to food, and
· the creation of a consensus on the
highlights the most
important problems or
strategic direction to be undertaken and
the most significant
the role and the responsibilities to be
issues encountered.
The research findings
assumed by the global and local partners
were also presented in
(e.g. the use of story-boards to visualize issues
various different ways.
For example, in the first
and problems emerging in a specific contextBelgium-Dutch creative
of-use helped us in the clarification of the
workshop, researchers
role-played stories
possible realistic and precise activities that
from the lives of some
can be carried out by the different partners
users while showing
to fulfil, at best, the expected performance.). pictures of the problems
identified. In the next
Either during the creative process or later
workshop, detailed
information was shared
in the phase of business evaluation of the
through narratives,
concepts, new potential contexts-of-use
supported by the cards
and videos of real-life
were recognised for further exploration, and
situations.
therefore for the ideation of new concepts Several other approaches
were used in other
to be considered for the final development of
concept
generation
sustainable and contextualised solutions. (See sessions and added
value
part 3, ‘solutions’, for the details concerning
by providing real-life
information and problems
each Solution Oriented Partnership).
(see section three
‘solutions’).
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DuniChef

Duni
Duni is a Swedish
multinational owned
by EQT, a private equity
group. Duni is world
market leader in several
area’s offering concepts,
services and products
with high customer
value that enhance
any eating or drinking
occasion, whether at
home, in a restaurant or
while travelling.
Worldwide the group
provides work to 3,600
people, has net sales of
687 million euro (2002)
and has own operations
in 30 countries. Duni
is perceived as a
trendsetter willing to
spearhead development
of new high quality
materials, ideas, concepts
and creative marketing.
Reshaping existing
products and concepts
does not create more
market share. Duni
wants to explore new
markets by means of
concept development
in cooperation with
strategic partners. Shared
vision in combination
with partner specific
expertise will lead to
innovative solutions for
existing and new markets,
and to Duni becoming a
real solution provider.

duni:
“from packaging producer to meal
solution provider”
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DuniChef
Erik Indekeu

One of the main elements of the Solution
Oriented Partnership approach is to create
a network of partners, in parallel to the
development of the Partner Based Solution. To
know what partners are needed to form the
solution, one of the first steps in the solution
development process is to develop a platform
vision, based on in-depth context-of-use
research. The goal to develop meal services for
people with reduced access to food was further
focussed by Duni, being the initial partner and
promoter of the solution. This has resulted in
two main design concepts: The design-for-all
principle and the goal to create freedom of
choice.
When looking for solutions for people with
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specific social or physical limitations (e.g.
elderly) you might find solutions that also
improve the quality of life of people that
do not have these limitations (e.g. doubleincomers). This is the design-for-all principle.
The second principle focuses on the
achievement of the highest possible degree of
personalisation with the meal service solution,
the ‘Freedom Of Choice’ vision.
This is not only important for the end-user but
also for the organisation that will implement
the service.
In the DuniChef solution, this vision is realised
by splitting meals into basic components that
can be assembled according the wishes of the
end-users and the system-users.

Trittico
Trittico is a young
rapidly growing Dutch
organisation with a
strong entrepreneurial
culture, still in its
pioneering phase. Main
activities are interimmanagement for catering
in the care sector,
catering organisation
for projects and events
and implementing
assembly cooking with
their LogiFoodConcept.
Trittico provides work
to 30 people and has
an annual turnover
of 5,5 million Euro
(2002). Trittico shared
their knowledge for
the co-development
of a complete meal
service solution (from
portion production
to table service) going
further than the
LogiFoodConcept and
creating more market
share in the Benelux.

trittico:
“how to move from hospital
catering to restaurant service?”
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Creating the initial partnership
As the next step in the Solution Oriented
Partnership approach, several challenging
contexts-of-use were selected and several more
elaborated solution developed. To illustrate
the strength of Duni’s vision, designers made
sketches of first ideas to show to potential
partners.
Using the solution scan tool, explained in the
book ‘Solution Oriented Partnerships’, the
partners were screened on their compatibility
towards Duni and the match with regards to
the vision developed.
Out of this process, the Dutch firm Trittico
came out as the most suitable partner for the
DuniChef solution, being compatible with
Duni’s capabilities, and sharing the ‘Freedom
Of Choice’ vision.
The partnership with Trittico again opened
new doors to other partners that could play a
role in the specific solutions being developed.
These companies and their activity will be
mentioned later.
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DuniChef in the hospital
Narrowing down the context-of-use
By using the DuniChef
The choice of the new partner further focussed
solution, health care
the selection of the specific context-of-use
organisations are able
to offer a meal service
upon which the DuniChef solution is targeted,
where the patient can
being people in a hospital situation. Hospitals
choose their meals one
are already a key market for Trittico, and the day in advance. This is an
improvement for those
Solution Oriented Partnership approach offers
patients that stay in a
Trittico a way to further improve their offering. care institute for a short
period (less than a week).
For Duni, this context offers a challenging
Another achievement of
new market potential that fits very well into
the DuniChef solution
is that meals can be
the selected context of ‘people with reduced
served at the time that
access to food’. The choice for this specific
the patient wants it.
Patients coming from
context-of-use of people in hospitals is seen as
the operation room or
a first step in reaching other related contexts patients on a special diet
may require a different
like people in elderly homes, and people living
schedule of meal
at home but not being able to cook anymore.
consumption. All other

The DuniChef Solution
Based on the initial Freedom Of Choice
vision, combined with the selected contextof-use focussing on people in hospitals, the
two partners. Duni and Trittico, have further
developed the DuniChef concept into a full
service catering solution. DuniChef presents

users can also benefit
from this possibility.
The patient is now able
to choose what he wants
at the time he wants
without creating stress
for the hospital staff.
The hospital can spend
more time and money on
its core activities, caring
and curing.

“only vegetables
and two desserts
please!”
III.3 DuniChef
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the advantages for the health organisation
are very appealing. All preparation efforts are
placed outside of the hospital and taken care
of by the DuniChef organisation. Only the
heating is done inside the care organisation, so
a spacious central kitchen with immense staff,
equipment and facilities is no longer needed.
A care organisation only needs a cold storage
area with on-line menu ordering and order
processing and an organised pantry per ward
equipped with refrigerator and heating system
for the meal components.
Using DuniChef, care organisations can
DuniChef at home
offer a meal service in a very efficient and
Organisational issues
Although the DuniChef
DuniChef is a modular concept that fits with flexible way while cutting costs and budgets,
solution is designed to
the needs of hospitals
current catering methods like intramural achieved reducing floor space, energy, staff,
and patients, the concept
(in hospital), transmural (independent living services, facilities and waste management. At
is a potential solution
within institutes) and extramural (at home) the same time these organisations can meet
for other contexts of
use; such as care and
health care. The concept offers health care the rapidly changing demands and needs of
commercial sector,
organisations a new variable and flexible meal consumers who want a greater variety of
elderly homes, schools
catering solution, in which the focus is shifted choice and demand more freedom regarding and self-service canteens.
Elderly living at home
away from the production side towards the user the place and moment of consumption, as well
can now live longer
side, with a strong focus on the presentation as an improved service level. All together the independently and often
require less assistance.
of the meal to the users. At the same time, DuniChef solution enables more attention and

consumers in health care a wide assortment of
cool, fresh, ready to heat and ready to eat meal
components, that can be selected in a highly
flexible manner, and which is offered to the
user in an attractive way. Exactly when the
customer wants, the meal can be regenerated
and served individually, all within half an hour
after ordering the meal. Basically, the consumer
is offered a great variety of meal components
out of which he or she can make a preferred
combination for each meal, creating a meal
service that you might expect in a restaurant.
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“next time i should
also invite my son!”
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lack of availability of services and facilities.
They demand better services and facilities, if
possible personalised. With regards to food
catering the customer wants quality food of
Changing food services in health care
To understand the advantages of the DuniChef his choice, served properly and warm at the
concept, specific information about the time of his choice at the place of his choice.
organisation of food catering in the health Besides that the time between ordering
care sector has to be understood. In general and serving should be as short as possible
health care organisations have a policy to and no more than 24 hours. In general the
return to their core business, taking care of demand for food catering is by changing and
patients. This is encouraged by government food-catering departments in health care
and insurance companies, who are responsible organisations are challenged to keep up with
for providing working budgets. Budgets are the changes, or may even seem to ignore
cut and cost control has become a necessity. them.
Non-profit organisations are more and more
forced to think and act like entrepreneurs. The
patient becomes a customer. Therefore more Barriers for change
For changing the food-catering organisation
attention, services and facilities are wanted.
a lot of things are needed including kitchen
investment, renewed knowledge, skills and
Patients becoming costumers
even entrepreneurial courage. These are
On the other hand the patients of health
often not available or inadequate within
care organisations are generally not satisfied
the care organisations themselves. Besides
with the quality of food service and the
that, any change may be perceived as a threat

service for the consumer, without increasing
budget.
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DuniChef packaging
A cardboard cassette
at the back of the tray
is filled with most
of the meal portions
and is labelled with
the patient’s personal
data. The additional
components consist of a
tray, main plate, cutlery
and printable tray liner.
In the pantries of the
hospital, the cassette and
additional components
are assembled prior to
serving. Meal components
that have to be heated
in the oven are taken
out from the cassette
before serving. If a soup
or starter (salad) is part
of the meal, it comes
separately and is put
next to the main plate.
Mediterranean eating
culture requires separate
space for starters and
main courses. The user
places the several
ingredients or the
complete container on
the main plate. The tray
liner can be printed in a
way that it is customized
for kids, teenagers,
adults or elderly.

Dunichef: freedom
choice
of choise
freedom of
DuniChef:
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to in-house employment and expertise. In
other words, the majority of food catering
departments need to change but are afraid to
do so, keeping everything as it is. But things
are changing. Facilities management is getting
more professional, facing the problems in
food catering and not being afraid to look for
innovative solutions. All means are permitted,
as long as the new situation meets the
customers demand for high quality food and
service. Although changes in the food chain
are not easy, the rising cost of meal services
for short stays in hospital, for elderly people
at home, for day-care centres, for independent
groups in mental health care and for situations
with very flexible demand for food, are all
eager to try suitable solutions within budget.
The DuniChef solution can play an important
role in realising the change.
What does DuniChef offer?
The basis of the DuniChef solution is the
possibility to choose a complete three
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course meal out of a wide selection of meal
components, just a short time before eating
it. The assortment consists of a selection of
individual cool, fresh, meal components. The
preservation of these components makes it
possible to use them for fourteen days after
delivery. The portion sizes are based on the
standards used in health care, which means
daily consumption of a healthy amount
of various foods of good quality and with
sufficient nutritious values. The assortment
consists of starters, main course components
like meat and fish with or without sauce,
vegetables, potatoes, rice, pasta, combined
courses and dishes, desserts and possible extras.
The assortment will be adjusted several times a
year and also covers the demand for diet food
(e.g. low on salt) or ground food. Breakfast,
lunch and in between service are not included
in the above-mentioned options, but are easy
to realise using the DuniChef solution.
Selecting a meal
The consumer is supposed to make a restricted

Different contexts-of-use
DuniChef is developed
to offer a solution
for different contexts
of use. It is usable for
home delivery (elderly,
singles, etc.) without
the tray being used. The
box can change in shape
according to its content
or use.
When used in hospitals
the service components
will be delivered
separately from the food
ingredients. The hospital
can offer a personalized
service by putting a
tray liner with a proper
print (birthday, puzzle,
Christmas) on the tray.
This also makes the
solution suitable for
use in institutions like
schools.

Home

III.6 DuniChef

Hospitals

Institutions
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choice out of the assortment. For those who
cannot make a choice, were too late or not
able to, a changing daily menu suggestion
is offered. During public holidays special
suggestions can be offered as well as a totally
different assortment. Experience helps to
predict what 70% of the consumers choose
for the menu suggestion (based on a limited
choice of two or three possibilities). Through
measurement during the planned pilot test,
we will learn if the percentage is similar when
more alternatives are offered to choose from
and, if so, stock can be reduced. This increases
the turnover and decreases the loss of product
by expiration.

The output given to the organisation gives
information about the consumer, the order
date, the location, the address of the consumer
and the route, and these can be printed on a
label.

Adaptability to the organisation
The DuniChef process is adaptable to many
catering situations in health care. According to
the level of change an organisation is willing
to make in staff and infrastructure, it is able to
choose a process flow that fits its requirements.
Organisations that are able to change their
catering completely can gain the highest
benefits, placing most of the catering activities
outside of the institute. The resources that are
The ordering system
set free can then be used for the core activities
The system of ordering from a menu is modular of the organisation. All attention can be given
and can be adapted to the wishes and demands to caring and curing instead of feeding and
of the organisation, the infrastructure and the cleaning, transferring personnel from kitchen
current facilities and services. The consumer’s to patient. Next to this the expensive area
choice can be input manually, or via a hand- of the central kitchen can be used for other
held device, on-line data input by an operator facilities and the management now has a tool
or on-line data input by internet or intranet. for transparent food order management and
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Flexible implementation
The level of flexibility
that the DuniChef
solution offers to the
end-user goes also for
the implementation
of the system for the
organisation. The more
components that are
integrated into the
catering process the
higher the beneficial
impact. The organisation
can choose from
all possible options
(between filling the
packaging components
in the existing central
kitchen to implementing
the full DuniChef
solution and closing
the central kitchen).
The organisation can
either manage the full
DuniChef solution inhouse or outsource
it completely to a
third party that will
manage the system
(service providers).
The examples on the
facing page show that
DuniChef components
can be delivered as
empty containers, filled
individual portions
or as complete readyto-use service. The
catering activities that
the organisation has
to perform in relation
to how DuniChef is
delivered are listed in
the illustrations.

Packaging
only

- cooking

Filled

DUNIchef

portions

service

- distribution

- ordering

- filling

- choosing

- ordering

- distribution

- distribution
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efficient cost control. Care organisations that
fall under this specification are the ones that
are under construction or those that have fully
written down the central kitchen appliances
for depreciation.
Partial implementation of DuniChef
On the other hand, specific components of
the platform can be fitted into the existing
catering system of a care organisation. For
example, all metal cutleries can be replaced by
plastic cutlery (for safety reasons in psychiatric
centres) or the special DuniChef Cpet
containers are used to create individual meal
portions in advance in the central hospital
kitchen and stored in a refrigerator or freezer.
This type of catering process is the traditional
linked cooking process and is the most frequent
process applied in the Benelux. Of course, the
benefits to the organisation are not of the same
level as full implementation of the DuniChef
solution, but it shows the modular nature of
the proposed DuniChef solution.
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The Solution Elements of DuniChef
The DuniChef process flow is explained below,
as well as the specific project partners that are
responsible for this activity. Duni and Trittico
have developed the DuniChef solution in
close co-operation, Duni being the producer
of the DuniChef meal service components
and Trittico having the contacts with the
care sector and able to deliver staff to guide
the organisation through the implementation
phase. Next to these two core partners, other
partners are needed to offer the solution.
These partners can vary depending on the
local situation.
Packaging
The packaging of the DuniChef is one of the
eye-catching elements of the solution. The
modular system allows flexibility in portion
size and type of meals, while at the same time
creating an attractive way of offering the food to
the customer. One of the technical challenges
of the packaging relates to the sealing the of
Cpet casseroles with easy-to-peal-off foil in

Solution design
Although the packaging
is the most visible part of
the DuniChef solution,
ts is only a small part of
the total system.
The cardboard cassette
offers a place to label
all relevant information
on content, patient
data, hospital address
and nutritional facts.
Heating and assembly
is easy and done in the
pantry with normal
microwave or hot air
ovens. Trays are set in
advance, meaning that
tray liner; main plate
and cutlery pack are
assembled and can be
stacked onto each other.
The food cassettes do
not have to be stored
in space consuming
insulation material.
The special design of
the DuniChef packaging
reduces the amount
of space necessary for
transport. The paper
tray liner creates the
possibility to offer extra
information to the users
about the food or the
hospital. It can also be
used to offer news or a
puzzle or game to the
patient.

Space optimisation
for transportation

Label with patient
name and meal
information for
distribution

III.8 DuniChef

use of small onsite kitchen
instead of expensive
offsite central kitchen

Combined with tray to
complete the meal
service
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combination with the pasteurisation process.
The packaging can be customised to specific
user groups by changing the paper tray liner.
This can also be used to give daily hospital
information, or present interesting background
information such as a puzzle or game.
Food processing
A production site in a central area of the
country (realised by Trittico and the Dutch
SME Bonfait that specialises in producing cool
fresh products and meal components) produces
an assortment of meal components out of basic
ingredients. These flavoured components are
packed per portion in sealed Cpet containers.
The preservation by pasteurisation makes the
components usable for at least fourteen days
before expiry. After preserving the products are
cooled and stored cool ready for transport and
ready to use when heated.
Distribution
A total supplier of foodservice products
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(DeliXL) takes care of the distribution of the
DuniChef components. Cool, fresh product is
delivered on demand six days a week.The stock
is refilled on a daily basis and this creates the
possibility of having many different kinds of
food available, offering a wide variety of choice
to the customers.The components are received
and checked for order contents, temperature
and expiry date. Cool fresh products are stored
in a refrigerated room. All other products are
stored in a small dry storage area.
Menu ordering
The patient can make a choice out of a large
System Map
assortment. They will be guided by an on-line
The DuniChef system
organisation map shows
ordering system (e.g. touch screen, internet,
all catering activities
intranet, and other network systems) powered
occuring outside of the
by the special menu ordering software of
hospital. The organised
interaction between
Dinner Profit. They can also ask for assistance
food provider, packaging
from the hospital staff or food assistant. When provider and distributor,
the patient is on a diet the system will only
in combination with
present menus that have passed the diet filter. order processing, provide
an adequate solution to
This is possible as the system is accessed achieve these benefits for
the hospital.
through a personal code. On-line ordering
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Ordering system
it can also be done in a dishwasher installed
An important feature
in each pantry. All DuniChef items except the
within the DuniChef
solution is the ordering
tray are disposable. The tray can be used for at
system provided by one
least fifty cycles. Disposables and food leftovers
of the specific partners
are collected, transported and processed by involved (Dinner Profit).
The menu choice is
professional waste management. The plastic
Meal storing and preparation
accessible by means
of a touch screen, on
The ordered items are stored cool at each used in the tray and main plate is suitable
which the patient sees
the food as he or she
pantry per ward, together with the tray for recycling. Waste management companies
will get it. The system
components and condiments. Drinks are like Van Ganzewinkel are showing interest in
makes it possible to
order half and double
delivered, received and stored here until use. recycling the tray and elliptical main plate.
portions. Therefore the
On the patients request the hot items of the
amount of food is better
adjusted to what the
order are heated in an oven (Cpet containers Social benefits
patient wants to eat and
are suitable for use in hot air and microwave The DuniChef solution has been evaluated
much less food waste is
generated compared to
ovens). Meanwhile the tray is assembled, and by TNO on potential customer benefits using the
traditional catering
processes. The system is
the cassette is filled with the selected food the multi-layer method developed by Philips.
accessed by a personal
components and put on the tray. When served One strong point of the DuniChef is that
code and shows only
the patient will be asked what drink he or she the solution can easily be dedicated to a large those menus that pass the
diet filter if applicable.
variety of different contexts-of-use, because of
wants to accompany the meal.
Any patient therefore
has freedom of choice
the flexibility in storing and regenerating that
at all times. The orders
comes with the specific packaging of the food
Waste management
are translated into
for the
instructions
After consumption all equipment and food components and the variety that is possible.
staff that has to prepare
waste is collected and transported to a cleaning This makes the DuniChef solution broadly and
the meals. When booster
ovens are integrated
facility. Since the amount of items that have to easily accessible to people with reduced access
the ordering system is
complete.
be washed is small (only tray, cups and glasses), to food. DuniChef is also cheaper compared

makes process planning simple. Staff, cost
calculations and stock can be controlled and an
order advice will be made automatically, using
the XL Food software.
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to most current meal service solutions for
social services. DuniChef can be customised
to specific user demands by offering a variety
in taste and quantity of food, the possibility of
integrating food needs that come with certain
cultures and offering flexibility in the timing of
meals.The replaceable tray liner can be printed
to present extra information or entertainment
to specific user groups. Next to this, it is easy
to extend the solution with extra services like
local newspapers.

biodegradable material, they can be disposed
together with the food leftover.
The reusable tray has to be separated from
other disposables and inspected before reuse
approval. When approved, the tray is washed
and brought into the process again. The other
products are not suitable for reuse and will be
offered to professional waste processors. At the
moment there is research for the possibility of
recycling of inserts, seals, plates and cutlery.

The DuniChef concept is based on easy to
perform assembly tasks. Both in the assembly
Environmental aspects
The DuniChef solution forms a closed process catering company and in the hospital, semiflow managed by professionals, enabling tight and unskilled workers can easily execute all
control of the waste flow. Except for the tray, assembly activities, creating job opportunities
all components are disposable. Therefore less to a group of workers that is burdened under a
harmful detergents and energy have to be used high degree of unemployment.
in industrial dishwashers. The disposables of The DuniChef solution is based on
the DuniChef are either made of plastic or a decentralised assembly kitchens.These kitchens
biodegradable material. In the first situation, are local SME’s that prepare the tray and food
the high energetic value of the material is components for delivery to the hospitals. This
partly regained when burned in a controlled involvement of local SME’s is an aim of the
installation. If the disposables are made of a Solution Oriented Partnership approach.
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DuniChef business
DuniChef has become one
of the cross-divisional
growth projects within
the Duni Group. A new
business unit has been
established around the
DuniChef solution. The
project has also been
handed over to the
commercial department.
All European sales
directors have been
instructed to find
partners within their
region before bringing
the solution to the
market. This is the same
method as the Solution
Oriented Partnership
approach; building a
network of partners
prior to implementing
the DuniChef solution.
Production molds
are ready or under
construction of all
DuniChef items. The
picture on the facing
page is a test mold for
the Cpet containers.
It produces several
different product items
in one mold. 200,000 sets
have been produced for
first tests in Sweden
and the pilot test to
be carried out in the
Netherlands. Meanwhile
other contexts of use
(elderly homes) are
targeted for future
development.

Pilot test:
“1500 meals per
day for 12 months,
200.000 sets already
produced”
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Economic benefits
A first scan of the hospital market shows that
in Western Europe alone one billion meals per
year are served.This market which has emerged
from the Solution Oriented Partnership
approach is one of the strategic growth
area’s for the Duni Group. The company has
established a new business unit of four people
working on the DuniChef solution. When the
DuniChef solution was presented to Duni’s
European sales directors, it was made clear that
DuniChef is not suitable to be sold to possible
customers by Duni alone. As the experience
with the Solution Oriented Partnership
approach has proved to be successful, sales
people first have to find strategic partners
within their region to be able to sell a solution
and not a collection of product items. These
partners can be companies like Trittico, or total
health service providers like ISS Medical, or
catering companies and other food processors.
The DuniChef project has been a new
experience for Duni. Seeing the potential of
the solution as well as the innovation approach
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Life Cycle Costing
used, top management is supporting the project.
The LCC study carried
At the moment of writing, the DuniChef
out by TNO shows that
the DuniChef solution
project is in a finalisation phase. A pilot case in
is better than the
a Dutch hospital has been prepared in which
traditional in-house
process on costs
500 meals per day will be offered during 12 cooking
related to time, waste,
months. All items of the DuniChef solution infrastructure (70% space
reduction) and energy
are available. Production moulds are made or used per meal. The labour
under construction. DuniChef will soon be cost is reduced through
an automated process and
ready to offer a new level of food service for
a smaller cleaning phase
by
using disposables (tray
people with reduced access to food, thanks to
excluded). The use of
more auxiliary materials
the Solution Oriented Partnership approach!
like the disposables are
needed to give these cost
advantages (e.g. reduction
of time). Higher
transport cost is mainly
due to the decentralised
distribution centre, but
when significant volume
of products items are in
use, DeliXL (distributor)
stated that they could
distribute the DuniChef
items along with other
deliveries at a lower
cost. At that moment
it is worthwhile for
a company like Van
Ganzewinkel (waste
management) to pay for
trays and main plates for
recycling.

Life cycle costing / DuniChef
Internal
costs

Dunichef
Baseline

Euro 5.00

Euro 4.00
Euro 3.00

Euro 2.00
Euro 1.00

Euro 0.00

Time
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Waste

Material

Space
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(hospital in m )

Energy

Transport
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eurest, an international
catering company,
currently provides 6,000
meals per day solely
from the local central
kitchen, which is a few
kilometres outside rubí.

La Fiambrera

currently most catering
services are ‘warm food
chains’ which means food
is prepared and kept warm
while it is transported
to customer institutions.
one of the most
significant
technological and
infrastructural changes
is to offer cold food
services, which can be
heated on demand.
the full potential of
this system is exploited
through la fiambrera,
challenging the critical
factors of time and
economies of scale.

eurest:
“we serve 6000 meals a day”
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La Fiambrera
Joanna Lambert, Laura Vidal and Menno Marien

“La Fiambrera” (which in English means
“Lunch Box”) is a food service developed using
the Solution Oriented Partnership approach
to serve two distinct groups of people with
food needs in the municipality of Rubí, near
Barcelona in Spain. The partners were:
· Eurest, an international catering company,
part of Compass Group;
· Rubí Town Council Social Services
department, who identified customers to
be enrolled in the food service and the
local contacts needed, and also paid for the
meals of Social Service customers;
· CDN International, a product and service
strategy consultancy who initiated and
coordinated the solution and acted as a
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pilot test location;
· Rubí Municipal Market provided fresh
food and a central collection point;
· Whirlpool, an international white goods
manufacturer, provided specially adapted
coolboxes for food storage;
· and an internet programming and web
developer.
Partnership
Oriented
Solution
This
successfully ran a one month pilot test of their
solution and is preparing for an expanded
launch in the near future.
Context-of-use
The book “Solution Oriented Partnerships”
introduces context–of-use research tools that

rubí social services
is responsible for the
welfare of town citizens,
carrying out activities
such as home help,
mobility services, social
activities and catering
for those who have
difficulties.
with the aging
population, strategies
for answering the
needs of the elderly
in a sustainable way
are continuously being
explored.
one of the aims of the
social services is to
enable elderly citizens to
stay living independently
in their homes for as
long as possible.

rubi social service:
“we try, as much as possible, to keep
the elderly living in their own home”
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were used in Rubí to explore two groups of
people identified as having reduced access to
food.

increasingly difficult in the future.

The second group is employees of small
companies (SMEs) based in isolated industrial
One group was elderly people living estates which have no provision for food.
independently at home. A large number of Employees of these companies often have
this group do have a certain level of mobility, difficulty accessing food because of their
but some have trouble ‘accessing’ food because geographical distance from appropriate
of problems with preparing it, finances, food lunchtime food venues, the poor local
knowledge, weight-carrying ability, agility or provision of healthy food, and time and
sight problems. The result is that many either distance constraints that limit their ability to
eat poorly, or rely on home-help such as family, go food shopping. The result is that people
either have to eat unhealthy snacks from petrol
friends or social workers.
stations or vending machines, spend time in the
At the same time informal support networks morning preparing their own lunchbox, or eat
of neighbours and family help are quickly in expensive and time consuming restaurants.
disintegrating as society becomes increasingly Some do not eat at lunchtime at all! Another
industrialised. One current answer is the town current solution is to rely on a family member,
Day Centre where Social Service customers usually a woman, to organise a lunchbox.
can have a warm meal at lunch time. This This solution is now in decline as women’s
relies on the resources and funding of the priorities are changing and younger people are
Local Council and, with the growing elderly starting to live more independently.
population, relying on this type of service
to meet all needs within a town will be Even though both groups are very different
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the municipal market
in rubí offers fresh
vegetables, fruit, meat,
fish and other produce.
markets are present
in most spanish towns
and are highly valued
for their good quality
produce. they also act
as social centres for
the local community
and are important for
the local economy. The
customer reach of these
municipal markets is
being slowly threatened
by supermarkets, so they
need to explore and
develop new ways to find
and keep new customers
within the local area.
the shopping service
component of la
fiambrera offers the
market stallholders
a new way to serve
customers that would
otherwise be outside
the market’s traditional
scope.

“if you want fresh food you have
to come to the market”
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in nature, they share food provision needs.
La Fiambrera as a solution is set up in such a
way that it can answer these common needs
and still retain the flexibility needed to adapt
to the groups’ differences. The study of the
two groups suggested that they both need a
regular food service, providing a balanced diet,
that is flexible in terms of the time of eating,
easy and convenient to access and reasonably
priced. The Social Services group also need a
solution that allows people to continue living
independently and in a dignified way for as
long as possible without having to rely on help
from others.
Neither group currently receives sufficient
catering services because, when considered as
separate groups, there are too few customers to
make it economical to serve them. For SMEs
to receive a warm food service the investment
in equipment means that a minimum of 50
customers are required to make it viable.
Individual SMEs rarely have this many
employees but combining several SMEs and
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the Social Services customers creates a market
large enough to serve economically.
Offering
La Fiambrera focuses on aggregating demand
and optimising logistics so that it can reach
these more isolated or alienated groups of
people.
The solution reaches both groups by using a
cold chain for the physical logistics (food is
cooked, then chilled quickly and maintained
at refrigerator temperature) and the internet
(a smart ordering system) to manage the
information.
A ‘menu’ is delivered each day for both groups.
In Spain a ‘menu’ is a typical lunchtime meal
which includes three courses; the first being
a light vegetable, salad or pasta based dish, the
second being a meat or fish based dish, and the
third being a yoghurt, fruit or light pudding.
For the SME group, fresh food shopping from

the context-of-use
research in rubì social
services found that not
only are people limited
economically in their
access to good food, but
people also have problems
carrying, lifting, opening
and preparing food. all
these factors limit the
types of food that people
can purchase and eat.

“if i want to
live on my own,
i have to be able
to prepare my
own meals”
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the local Municipal Market is also delivered.
Without having to visit the market itself
employees can buy fresh vegetables, meats,
cheeses, fish and other delicacies at a good
price.

volunteer collect the fresh food from the other
stalls and place each person’s order into a bag
[5].

Then a van from Eurest’s central kitchen
carrying prepared meals for both the Social
How does “La Fiambrera” work? (see Services and SME customers, goes to the
SolutionMap page 71) Eurest enters the weeks’ Municipal Market. Here meals for people
menu into the smart ordering system on the in the Social Services scheme are left in a
internet. [0]. SME employees order and pay for secure coolbox [6], and food shopping for
their Eurest lunch and fresh food shopping in SME employees, prepared by the stallholder,
advance through the smart ordering system [1]. is collected [7] The same van then travels to
Meanwhile, the Social Services place an order the SME [9] where the prepared Eurest meals
through this Smart System for a number of set and food shopping are delivered to a coolbox.
meals for those enrolled in their scheme [2].
[8]. The Social Service customers walk to
the Municipal Market to pick up their meals
This is done by a social worker to reduce the from the secure coolbox [9]. The food can be
complications of providing the elderly with stored for two or three days in these fridges
computer equipment and skills. The Social and can be heated in domestic microwaves or
Services place orders according to the medical ovens whenever the customer wants to eat.
needs of each customer enrolled. Meal orders The customisation of the service for users is
go through to the Eurest Central Kitchen [3] achieved via:
and shopping orders go to a stallholder in the · the smart ordering system which creates
Municipal Market [4]. This stallholder and a
a user profile of food preferences and/or
66 / 67

for sme customers
la fiambrera offers a
flexible system that
allows people to eat
when they want. it
ensures a more balanced
diet and offers time
savings and good quality
food through a simple
ordering system. it also
provides a food shopping
service for those who
have difficulty finding
time to buy fresh goods.

“no food facilities
near the company
where i work”
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·
·
·

·
·

dietary requirements
the logistics which provide flexibility in
access and eating times
the menu choices – with three options for
each course per day
the choice of food portions - users can opt
for a full menu of three dishes, or a half
menu of one or two
the shopping - users can specify products
and the quantities they want of each
SME employees also have the option of
donating 50 cents per meal to help feed
people in need of food in the local town.

System
The system creatively combines economic
business interests and the achievement of social
benefits. The commercial approach needed by
the private companies and the enabelling local
community connections have been combined
in one mutually supporting solution. The
Solution Oriented Partnership co-designed
“La Fiambrera” to be mutually beneficial and
to allow partners to complement each other’s
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competencies. For example, the Municipal
Market provides Eurest with a pick-up point
that removes the need for door-to-door
delivery, the most expensive part of their
current meals-on-wheels service. In return the
Municipal Market has the opportunity to use
Eurest’s logistics to reach customers in isolated
industrial estates that otherwise would not visit
the market.
The continued involvement of Rubí Town
Council is one of the essential parts of “La
Fiambrera”. Above all, their political results are
measured in terms of the social benefits they
provide to the town’s citizens. The Council’s
considerable local connections helped to
facilitate a solution that promotes the interests
of these citizens. But the solution also creates
economic benefits for the private business
partners involved, including local enterprises
that also benefit Rubí as a town.
Solution elements
Elements such as the food production system,

la fiambrera is a service
that provides good
quality prepared meals
and a flexible collection
system by way of a cold
food chain.
the solution is adaptable
to cater for many
different people’s needs
in small collectives that
are currently unserved,
(good food to the few’),
through one system
providing ‘good food
for all’

la Fiambrera: good food for all
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the cold chain, coolboxes, and the smart
ordering system are always present no matter Smart ordering system
which group of people receive the service. The face of “La Fiambrera” was an internet
These are the core elements of the solution;
website with a public area open to anybody,
a private area for registered users and a backCoolbox
office for the administrators. The primary
In the pilot test of the solution there were objective of the website was to facilitate
two separate coolboxes; one in the Municipal order processing, which is one of the most
Market with a secure compartment for each complicated processes in a regular catering
user, the other in the SME simply with open service. In practice, it had double side
la fiambrera combines
shelves due to the reduced need for security. benefits:
food solutions for two
groups of people in
Social Service users received a key to their · For SME customers it added visual interest
one service; preparing,
individual coolbox compartment and could
and convenience, but also stimulated cooling and transporting
the food together, but
not access other users’ food.
interaction amongst users in the form of
delivering it to different
sharing and co-operation when ordering.
locations along one
Packaging
· For Eurest, it greatly simplified the
route.
The pilot test used existing Eurest packaging
management of orders because the database
information (menu
designs. This provided a base from which to
generated a spreadsheet that could be read
posting, ordering and
paying) is handled
test the functionality, sizes, and other usability
by the kitchen’s software.
through
an internet
factors, and to suggest improvements needed SME users could also order through a feature
smart system.
for future packaging designs. Meals were called “La Fiambrera de Mamá” or “Mum’s
the logistics are
packaged in individual plastic trays, with a Lunchbox”, which brought a surprise choice
combined to reduce
waterproof transparent seal, that can be put everyday. Some users preferred this option costs, making the service
directly into a microwave.
because it was easy and they did not have
economically viable.
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1. employees choose menus and order shopping

2. social services
indicate meal
numbers and
specific menu
needs of elderly
users

start

Social Services
SME's

0. catering provider enters
menus into smart system

4. local market enters
product list and receives
food shopping orders
from SME’s

Smart System
Smart System
5. local market
prepares shopping
packs

Catering provider
3. catering prepares menus
for SME’s and elderly

6. Catering provider delivers
meals for elderly users to coolbox
and picks up shopping for SME’s

8. food shop-ping
for SME employees,
prepared by the
stallholder, is
collected
10. elderly users takes
their meals home

Local market
7. meals for people
in the Social
Services scheme
are left in a secure
coolbox

Elderly's homes
Material flow
Information flow
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to worry about making particular choices.
Above all, they simply liked to be surprised!
The Smart System also provided a way to
customise the solution for each user because
profiles could be set up which then offered
daily choices according to dietary needs. The
Smart System represents a fast, efficient way to
approach advanced industrialisation with the
local delivery of the solution. The numbers
of users can increase without increasing the
administrative workload. All the partners
can also be linked automatically without the
reliance on manually sending orders, payments
and menu details.
In addition to the core elements, certain parts
of the solution differed depending on which
group of users was being served;
Welcome pack
At the start of the pilot test, each user in the
SME received a ‘welcome pack’ containing a
plate, bowl and cutlery. This offered customers
the choice of eating their meals using these
ceramic plates and metal cutlery, instead of
72 / 73

having to eat from the plastic packaging.
Thermal bags
Each of the Social Services customers was
given a thermal insulation bag so that the food
packs could be kept cold on the journey home
from the marketplace.
User benefits
Although the initial context-of-use research
was focused on elderly people using a Social
Services scheme in Rubí, it is not just elderly
people that could benefit from the service.
The solution is also suitable for people with
mild physical or psychological disabilities
and people with temporary illnesses who are
not able to work. The fact that the Fiambrera
solution could be used for such a wide variety
of users was further confirmation that striving
to design contextualised solutions has the
potential to include users that would normally
not be reached.
For users of the Rubí Social Services scheme

the warm food chain
used in most existing
catering solutions means
that 30-40% of their
cost is due to transport.
more journeys are needed
to make sure that the
quality of the hot food
is retained. some systems
also mean every customer
has to be visited in their
own home. deliveries of
hot food also have to be
made within a critical
time during the day, just
before lunch-hour.
in the cold food chain
costs are reduced by
putting all the food in
one truck in one journey.
chilled food can also
be delivered two or
three times a week and
stored in a coolbox.
these factors combine
to significantly reduce
the number of journeys
needed to deliver the
same number of meals.
deliveries can also be
made throughout the
day because the cold
food chain is less time
critical.
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the benefits of the solution are that it facilitates
their independence, it gives them the flexibility
to eat when and where they like, and it
provides a healthy diet which was previously
difficult to achieve.

collect their food means that they get out of
the house for a little exercise and they go to
a place where they can meet friends, socialise,
stop for a coffee, or purchase some other
supplies.

Increased opportunity for privacy is also
a benefit of this service for Social Service
customers, who can now eat at home with
family or friends. This is particularly important
for elderly couples who are accustomed to
sharing meals just between themselves, rather
than in a Day Centre where there are many
other people. It may also be desirable for some
users to receive their meals away from the Day
Centre eating hall because of their unsociable
behaviour. This may improve the experience
of those still using the Day Centre catering
service.

The coolbox in the Municipal Market became
an important indicator of the well-being of the
customers. Social Services could be notified
by the Eurest delivery person if there were
meals remaining in the coolbox from previous
deliveries. This creates an important benefit
giving elderly users peace of mind that if
something happens to them people will come
to assist.

Another benefit of La Fiambrera is that whilst
it allows people to stay living at home, it does
not confine them there. The mere fact that
they need to walk to the Municipal Market to
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For the SME employees the benefits include
an improvement in their diet, time savings
for food preparation and the flexibility to eat
when and where they want. For example these
customers can save meals for later in the day
if they have to work late, or even take them
home.
The overriding benefit is that they now

The economic comparison
of the La Fiambrera cold
food chain with the
existing warm food chain
shows that breakeven is
easier to achieve with
the La Fiambrera system.
La Fiambrera solution
reduces the transport
costs, therefore making it
possible to reach groups
of people who are under
the normal breakeven
number of 50 people in
each service.
By aggregating the
group numbers together
and delivering it all
on one circuit, the
breakeven can be reached
in a shorter timespan.

Breakeven of Old system

Elderly home

Elderly home

Elderly home
Elderly home

Breakeven of New system

Elderly home
Elderly home

Elderly home

Elderly home

Elderly home

Elderly home

Elderly home

Elderly home

Elderly home

Homes of the elderly > 50

Homes of the elderly >15

Eurest central
kitchen

Company
Company
workers
>>
5050
workers

Company
Company
workers> >5050
workers

Company
workers > 50
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Elderly home

Eurest central
kitchen

Company
workers > 15

Company
workers > 15

Company
workers > 15
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have access to a good quality food service, La Fiambrera empowers local people by
where previously one did not exist at all. providing tools for independence. It also
creates local community connections and
Sustainability assessment
helps small local businesses retain revenues in
In catering services one of the most significant the local area. However, at the same time the
environmental impacts comes from the solution provides the resource to duplicate the
transportation of the food throughout the service with an international company as a key
lifecycle. Transport is key because food is partner. In this way the service works towards
perishable and therefore must be delivered sustainability by improving the local economy,
on time. Another key impact is the amount environment and society.
of food wastage because warm food cannot be
preserved for long without loss of quality.
Business plan
In La Fiambrera, the Solution Oriented
In La Fiambrera the cold food is delivered Partnership approach has helped the partners
and the shopping collected in one journey. involved to reach new markets which
Deliveries can also be made two or three times previously were individually unviable and
a week rather than everyday. In these ways unprofitable using existing services. The
the logistics can be optimised reducing both concept of not only targeting more users with
economic and environmental impacts.
the same service (economies of scale) but of
adapting the service to suit different kinds of The solution storyboard
Food wastage is also reduced because the users can be seen as creating an economy of
describes the different
actors along the service
chilled food can be preserved in the coolbox scope.
chain together with the
or fridge until it is needed. The meals are only
actions and specifications
heated as and when required.
In traditional warm food catering services
at each point.
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La Fiambrera

SERVICE SETTING
PLATFORM
FRANCHISING

LONG TERM
SUBSCRIPTIONS

SERVICE PERFORMANCE
DAILY ORDERING

PREPARATION OF
ORDERED MEALS

SHOPPING ORDER
RECEIVED AT THE
MARKET

COLLATING OF
SHOPPING & MEAL
DELIVERY IN MARKET

MEAL DELIVERY IN
SME'S

ELDERLY
COLLECTING MEALS
IN MARKET

OFFICE WORKER
COLLECTING MEALS
AT WORK PLACE

ELDERLY USER

Ability to set dietary
profile
Identify key assistants

specifications

Easy open
compartments
Assistance available
Spare keys

OFFICE W ORKER

choice among daily meal
offers
option to order fresh
ingredients from market

specifications

Access to building with
small van
Access to coolbox in
office

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
ADMINISTRATION (RUBI)

specifications

teaching session for
Identification of people
marketstall; briefing and suitable for the service
training of social workers

Access to internet at
regular intervals or
continously

LunchBox service rules;

Space and resources to
collect shopping packs

LunchBox contract;

PLATFORM

qualification procedures
specifications
franchising contract;
installation of the coolbox
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promotion of service
within local SME's

Systems and
organisation
T hermal containers

Access to marketplace
by van. Access to
coolbox from parking
place

Easy to find meals
Labelling
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transport accounts for 30%-40% of the
total costs. Existing food ordering processes
using fax or phone also require substantial
administration. By sharing transport and
spreading deliveries over the day, the cost of
transport in the “La Fiambrera” solution is
reduced. This reduction in overheads has made
breakeven easier to reach.
The pilot test, with 10 Social Services users
and 18 SME employees receiving meals over
a period of 1 month, has already shown
encouraging economic results. It has been
identified that the delivery of non-food items
such as reading material, or pharmaceuticals
could also be beneficial for users. This creates
opportunities for future iterations of the
partnership to include doctors and pharmacies,
as well as health insurance companies.
The business plan includes expansion within
Rubí in the short term, to Barcelona and
the Catalunya area in the mid term, and the
whole of Spain in the long term. As identified
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in the pilot test, user acceptance is very good,
and with further detailing, development and
continuous improvement, the market potential
is massive.
It is also clear that the solution provides
social benefits to the final users as well as to
other stakeholders within the partnership. It
is possible that learning from this Solution
Oriented Partnership can be spread to create
new innovative sustainable solutions in other
sectors.

la fiambrera offers
customers and the wider
community several social
benefits, particularly
the social service users.
the walk to the market
provides a reason to get
out of the house and
visit the town centre.
the coolbox becomes a
‘communication tool’
for people who have not
been to collect their
food. the social services
can be notified and can
investigate to see if there
is a problem.
la fiambrera also
enables people to live
independently for
longer, maintaining their
dignity.

“rodriguez is able to live on his
own with good food support”

“joseph is getting out to
the market everyday to
pick-up his meal...”
“Maria did not pick-up her
meal today, maybe she is ill ?”
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The La Fiambrera
partnership developed,
detailed and tested the
La Fiambrera concept in
a 5 week pilot test .
The partnership is
planning to relaunch the
service so that citizens
and employees in Rubí
can benefit from a good
quality flexible food
service.
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marketstall

rubi social services
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solution coordinator

eurest manager

smart system operator

la fiambrera coolbox
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Punto X

BioLogica is a start-up
firm, created in January
2001, and controlled by
one of the major dairy
product producers and
distributors in Italy
(Centrale del Latte di
Brescia).
Its project is born around
the concept of organic
food, specifically with
the mission of developing
a neighbourhood shops
network, based in Italy,
specialized in organic
fresh food, and branded
“Natura Ride”.
BioLogica’s business aims
to identify and address
the recently growing
consumer demand of
sustainable (food)
consumption; through
this research project
the company wanted
to better understand
the features and market
potentials of the organic
food business, to orient
its activity.

biologica:
“How can we move organic food
into the limelight?”
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Punto X
Anna Meroni, with Gabriele Cervetta and Alessio Marchesi1

Punto X is the name of a system of products,
services and expertise, able to offer food
solutions that are personalised to meet the
needs of specific contexts-of-use. Solutions
are based on traditional local, fresh organic and
dietetic (meaning specially designed around
dietary advice) meals, either “ready to eat”
cold, or “ready to heat”, whose requirements
for personalisation arise from the different local
conditions and personal situation of the user.
They are intended for use in contexts where
access to food is reduced, i.e. where the
1
This project is the result of team work, here reported
by the authors: within the framework of text by Anna
Meroni, Gabriele Cervetta has written concerning
“Brand Identity” and Alessio Marchesi concerning
“Becoming a Solution Oriented Partnership”
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possibility or ability to organise an appropriate
and satisfactory diet is limited by both
physiological and/or logistic and cultural
conditions.
Contexts-of-use
To understand context-of-use in detail
we must specify the characteristics of the
context we are referring to and the needs
which arise from it. Together these form
the demand reference framework, or metacontext-of-use, for the system. This is the
sum of the characteristics of specific contexts
seen through two filters: one relating to the
possibility of outlining common food profiles
(meal typologies suitable for specific users) and

Whirlpool Corporation
is the world’s leading
manufacturer and
marketer of major home
appliances,
with annual sales of
over $11 billion, 68,000
employees, and nearly
50 manufacturing and
technology research
centres around the
globe.
Through continuous
efforts in bold
innovation and design,
Whirlpool aims to
enhance trust and
satisfaction in consumers.
Services are the latest
challenge: with several
smart cooking systems
they are working on,
indicating this direction.
This research project
was an opportunity
to gain experience
and knowledge about
more service oriented
offerings.

whirlpool:
“is there a future for us in
services?”
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the other relating to the service requirements
of different local contexts.These characteristics
together enable us to pinpoint needs to be met
when planning Punto X, a solution system that
seeks to respond efficiently to problems which
up to now have been answered by a complex
set of heterogeneous services and varying
attitudes.
These problems, and therefore the benefits to
be offered to users, are linked to demands for:
- knowledge about healthy eating habits
- suitable foods for specific pathologies (e.g.
diabetes, hypertension)
- suitable food for special physiological states
(e.g. the elderly, expectant mothers, children,
sportsmen)
- food for particular dietary choices (such as
vegetarians, macrobiotics, people on a diet)
- fresh, traditional food
These requirements are in turn associated with
situations of:
- reduced choice,
- reduced autonomy, and
- reduced physical mobility
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Solutions offered by Punto X responds to these
demands through an intrinsically sustainable
(because entirely organic) agro-industrial food
chain, associated with personalised consumer
dietary planning. This has the dual advantage
of reacting to precise demands for individual
health and of increasing knowledge, and
consequently the ability to choose, through an
indirect form of education.
The solutions also set out to meet these
demands specifically, on an advanced industrial
scale, limiting economic and environmental
costs. It does this through the introduction
of personalisation criteria that are based on
more generalisable and extendible principles
(the concept of context-of-use) than the
more traditional one-to-one, and by making
use of a modular system architecture of the
components.
The strategy of contextualisation
The personalisation of solutions offered
is achieved thanks to flexibility in meal
composition, the organisation of distribution

DS Medica deals
with the designing,
manufacturing,
distribution and
marketing of software
and hardware of medical
technologies for
diagnostic and treatment
purposes in the following
branches of medicine:
clinical nutrition,
gastroenterology,
dermatology, oncology,
angiology and
rheumatology. The
company runs several
important networks for
family doctors, dieticians
and gynaecologists, by
computerizing their
office management
activities.
Through this research
project the company
wanted to understand
how such professional
knowledge could be
made better available to
the final user in terms
of empowering food
competences in daily
food management.

ds medica:
“can we prescribe a tasty diet?”
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and delivery systems, and through service/
consumer interfaces.
By varying the configuration of these factors,
different service formats can be outlined for
the implementation of Punto X. These are
different organisational patterns that the system
may address for a user in each given situation
(localised contexts).
In all, there are four such formats:
- Your all inclusive meal service: A home
delivery service for personalised daily meals,
mainly for users at home;
- Your personal meal box: A periodic delivery
service for personalised meals to a community
situation where an area is availably equipped
for consumption. A service geared mainly for
offices and day-care centres.
- Your dining corner: An automatic vending
facility for personalised meals in a community
context where an area is available and equipped
for consumption. A service developed mainly
for offices, universities and places of transit.
- Your take away meal: A point-of-sale service
for personalised take-away meals, mainly for
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shops, stations and transit points.
These formats allow for a scale of
personalisation ranging from the more carefully
prepared home meals, which come close to the
traditional one-to-one approach where careful
attention is paid to specific context capability
(e.g. the presence of a family member or carer
able to back up the service), to “standardised”
personalisation based on specific context
typologies (such as the nutritional requirements
of a sport environment).
Some choice simplifiers also pre-arrange
conditions for personalised meals: suitable
recipes for different contexts are preselected, and a facilitated IT interface, or an
intermediary, guides the user’s choice.
Described below in greater detail are two
solutions offered by Punto X. At a product
level the common solutions denominator is
in having all dishes organic, fresh, packed in a
protected atmosphere and ready to be heated
in their packaging in a microwave oven. This
means that by a food enhancement strategy

The context-of-use
analysis on people
restricted to their
homes with problems
of reduced mobility
(like elderly) has shown
the problem of getting
assorted and tasty meals,
partially prepared or
ready to eat. Often it
was requested to have
dietary meals available
that were tailored for
special pathologies or
physiologies, and to have
the possibility of choice.
“Your all inclusive
meal service” interacts
with the user through
a reliable person (a
relative, a volunteer or a
personal assistant) who
is in charge of delivering
meals while doing other
daily duties for him/her.
Thanks to this scope
economy the meal can
arrive at the user at a
competitive cost. Meals,
completely organic,
can be chosen among a
variety of alternatives,
pre-selected according
to dietary needs, and
can be heated easily by
the user themselves,
via traditional home
appliances or a dedicated
microwave oven.

“your all
inclusive meal
service”
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similar to that for convenience-foods, a niche
product like organic food is proposed in
totally new contexts-of-use, adding to its own
intrinsic qualities that of being an advanced
service.
Your all-inclusive meal service
This envisages the home delivery of highly
personalised meals that meet the nutritional
requirements of subscribers with problems of
physical mobility: it is based on the possibility of
managing orders and deliveries locally by using
a grocery shop or small warehouse, linked to a
service centre, as a meal collection and sorting
place. By co-ordinating operations with public
or private services, expert personnel are then
able to deliver this meal service to users in the
course of their day-to-day duties.
Meals consist of a traditional regional main
dish, vegetables and seasonal fruit. Clients can
be supplied with a special microwave oven
for the duration of their subscription to the
service: the advantage of this situation is a
simplified planning system, co-ordinated with
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meal packaging. A barcode label on the dish,
corresponding to the programming knob on
the oven, enables inexpert users to heat the
food properly.
Each user is supplied with a personal
The context-of-use
membership card containing special dietary analysis on people eating
everyday in offices, has
information and requirements, previously
revealed an increasing
discussed with family members and the family
request for healthy and
doctor, which makes personalisation of meals fresh food at lunch time,
as an alternative to
possible. Every week the client, assisted by
eating sandwiches.
personnel, draws up their own menu by Moreover in addition to
choosing from an assortment of pre-selected an increasing demand for
healthy food and low
dishes according to their dietary requirements:
calorie diets, but also
food suitable for special
they can opt for single dishes according
intolerances.
to individual taste, or pre-sorted weekly “Your personal meal box”
combinations.
provides personalised
Together with the meal, they receive a organic meals on a daily
basis for people who
magazine of their choice and throwaway
want to control their
diet. This service can be
tableware to simplify daily table management:
available
in community
Meals are delivered once a week from the
situations, where a
distribution hub nearest home.
personal refrigerated box
can be filled everyday
This solution integrates the added values of a
with a meal requested
personalised diet and delivery by trustworthy
by the user, who has
personnel with the intrinsic quality of the
subscribed the service.

“your personal
meal box”
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meal. In many cases such personnel will already
be familiar to the client in their role of psychophysical support in everyday activities.
Your dining corner
This envisages the existence of comfortable areas,
equipped for meal service and consumption,
in the workplace or in community contexts. It
requires the presence of vending machines for
fresh food, that are either ready to serve or heat,
and the provision of special heating appliances.
The food dispenser is filled with a variety of
assorted dishes to meet the tastes of different
users. These are chosen to satisfy the dietary
requirements and food styles of the context.
The menu is organised according to set dietary
profiles. By interacting directly, or using a card
containing information about preferences and
dietary requirements, users examine the dishes
available by means of a touch screen, and receive
personalised suggestions about what to eat. A
microwave oven is also available in the specially
equipped corner. Again, it is programmed with
a simplified system coordinated with the meal
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packaging: a device automatically reads the
barcode on the packaging label and translates
it into a cooking programme. This solution
also enables an independent, high quality
refreshment area to be set up in contexts that
The context-of-use
for various reasons lack such arrangements:
analysis on people
for example reduced space locations such as
eating in community
SMEs, or small offices, where a traditional
situations such as small
universities, gyms
offices,
canteen would not be cost effective; or where
and hotel without a
the irregularity of consumption, which makes
restaurant, has shown
the wish for a fast, but
both user times and numbers impossible to
healthy and tasty, food
predict; or where the distant location makes
available on request all
it impossible to supply ready meals. It also
day long.
enables users to find solutions suitable to “Your dining corner” is a
self service food facility,
varying dietary requirements.
based on a vending
System architecture
Punto X is the result of collaboration between
various actors sharing a common vision.
BioLogica, a company that manages a chain
of organic food shops under the brand name
of Nature Ride and the partner promoting
the Solution Oriented Partnership, has been
joined by Whirlpool (the world leading

machine, conceived to
be located in places
without food amenities
and without the
continual presence of
service personnel. People
can get healthy, organic
meals and perfectly heat
them autonomously, at
any time.
This service is especially
convenient for SMEs.

“your dining
corner”
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manufacturer of major home appliances)
and DS Medica (a company designing,
manufacturing and marketing medical
technology software and hardware), together
they bring to the system production knowhow for electrical appliances, expertise in food
and in IT elaboration of dietary solutions.
These companies are the Platform Providers
for the system. In other words, they develop
the basic elements for Punto X solutions.They
combine with a network of general suppliers
and with players at local level who bring the
expertise necessary for solutions to be set up
in specific contexts. In the case of the Your
all-inclusive meal service format they work
with PrivatAssistenza, a national network of
operating points that supply various individual
and family services. For Your dining corner
and Your personal meal-box formats, they
collaborate with a series of small businesses
running food vending machines. Finally, for
Your take-away meal they join forces with the
Nature Ride organic food shops. BioLogica
plays the role of System Organiser among the
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Platform Providers, who together produce an
offer that can be described as a packet of B2B
services directed towards other players. These
in turn are required to integrate them with
specific expertise and local actions. They are
not generic clients, but partners in shaping
the solution itself and an integral part of the
system. Their relationship with this system is a
result of strategic agreements. Therefore Punto
X can in all senses be defined as a PartnerBased Solution: a solution system that would
not be possible without strategic convergence
by several players on a single vision. This
process has been backed by the Politecnico
di Milano, with Industrial Design expertise
(Dipartimento INDACO) and Management
Engineering expertise (Dipartimento DIG). Its
main role has been to facilitate the generation
of common ideas and encourage convergence
by harmonising and pondering the various
visions and interests.
Becoming a Solution Oriented Partnership
Being part of a Partner-Based Solution, aside

Eating on the move is
one of the major trends
of contemporary food
in cities. Also the desire
to buy food along the
street on the journey to
the office/school is a
request emerged from the
context-of-use analysis
of people having lunch
out of home.
“Your take away meal” is
a solution that proposes
organic ready to eat food
through points-of-sale
located in city transit
points. Small, local
food shops aiming to
become neighbourhood
food service centres
are, for instance, perfect
windows to offer this
kind of service.

“your take away meal”
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from having tangible benefits and revenues
from the developed solutions themselves, also
means that each partner involved can benefit
from activities that lie outside the scope of the
solution oriented partnership and their related
partner-based solution business plans. In
particular, each solution oriented partner can
benefit from what are called project spillovers,
in which the mere act of collaborating with
other companies creates the conditions for
each to take advantage of the collaboration
to generate knowledge that would not have
existed if the partnership did not exist in
the first place. Within this Solution Oriented
Partnership, the Partner-Based Solutions
generate the conditions for technological,
competence-based and knowledge-based
spillovers in which each partner is able to
create synergies amongst themselves to expand
their existing business horizons in terms
of potential business opportunities. From
BioLogica’s perspective, the Partner-Based
Solutions generates the condition to enhance
their business model to include more service
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oriented products and to reach completely
new contexts of use. Before entering into a
collaboration with the Politecnico di Milano
and the other stakeholders, BioLogica’s core
business lay completely within the traditional
retail industry where they specialized in
delivering organic food to their customer base.
With the development of the system Punto X,
BioLogica has generated the setting for the
development of a service portfolio that could
transform its existing product portfolio into
a product-service portfolio able to generate
value through the knowledge and competence
spillovers, in terms of food preparation and
nutritional wellbeing that was obtained from
the other partners.
The same is true for DS Medica, which brings
to the system tried and tested competencies
and experience in the nutrition and wellbeing
industry through health and nutrition
management software that was sold primarily
through the specific niche market of the
medical community. Through the PartnerBased Solutions, DS Medica is able to expand its

In “Your dining corner”
the user interaction with
the vending system is easy
and thought to provide
a positive experience of
choosing and eating.
The choice is guided by
the information on the
touch screen according
with the diet profile of
the user.
After withdrawing the
food, it is heated in the
microwave oven (without
worrying about setting
the cooking programme
because of the bar code
in the packaging that
can be read by the
machine). Nevertheless,
the user preserves the
positive experience of
taking care of their own
food preparation. The
layout and the image
of the corner, has been
developed with the aim
of offering a comfortable
atmosphere, in order to
create a quiet island.

Punto X: get fed with wellness
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customer base within the medical community
while generating more brand recognition to
its product offering within different channels.
Moreover, the company is able to test and gain
experience through a direct channel with endusers (something that they were unable to do
within their niche market since they were B2B
software providers, so the only feedback they
obtained from their real end-users was filtered
through their users’ family doctors etc). Even
Whirlpool, a multinational manufacturer with
a traditional product oriented business model,
can find positive externalities through the
development of the Punto X solutions.
Aside from the potential benefits of expanding
its global reach through the development of
innovative solutions, Whirlpool is able to take
advantage of the competence and knowledge
spillovers inherent in the collaboration with
entities that lie outside its traditional value
chain. In particular, the exposure to the
solution oriented partnership approach, its
methods and specific context development
have illuminated potential ground for the
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generation of future partner-based solutions
that lie inside and outside the current realm
of the Punto X solution offering. Through the
Punto X project, Whirlpool is able to explore
new ways to extend its existing business model
by adding a service oriented dimension to
their current product lineup.
Solution architecture
Punto X is the fruit of innovations in the form
of the system combined with innovations in its
constituent products and services. It has grown
out of the systemisation of already partially
existing parts, reorganised in new combinations
and endowed with new meaning in the light of
particular possible contexts of use.
The original value of the system lies in the
possibility of combining the same competences
and functions (or platform of products, services
and instruments) in different ways, integrating
them with local elements, so as to offer
personalised solutions for different users.
Punto X pivots on five crucial subsystems, or
functional groups, of products and services that

With Punto X, four
context-specific
solutions are delivered
through different service
formats organising
through a flexible,
modular, system of
products and services.
A platform of partners,
delivering a set of
common elements
(products and services),
is integrated on a local
basis by specific elements
provided by specific
partners.
In doing this, a single
system, solving a
variety of problems,
opens potentially new
and wider market
opportunities for the
solution providers.
Food Producers:
BioLogica and others
Organic Food Manager:
BioLogica
System Organiser:
BioLogica
Appliance Producer:
Whirlpool
Dietary management
software provider: DS
Medica
Local Food Shop: Natura
Ride
Assistance Provider:
PrivatAssistenza
Service Manager: vending
machines managers

Food
producers

Packaging
providers

Intermediate
Users

Integration
Providers

Platform Providers

1

Final Users

Public
Admin.

Your take
away meal

Local food shop

Organic-food
manager
Home

System
organiser

Assistance
provider

Appliance
producer

Service
manager

Dietary management
software provider

Dietary advisor

University/Gym

Furniture
provider

Office

Your all inclusive
meal service

Your dining
corner

Your personal
meal box

Family doctor

Material flow
Information flow
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determine its qualifying performance:
1 – an organic food network, run through a
portfolio of selected suppliers, a specialised
platform, targeted logistics (already set up
to supply the chain of BioLogica shops) and
specialised points of sale;
2 – a vast assortment of ready to eat or heat,
fresh and seasonal organic and biodynamic
dishes;
3 – an easy access professional IT food advice
system, making it possible to run personalised
diets for users with special needs (according
to a set selection of pathologies, physiologies
and food cultures) and helping users choose
suitable dishes from a wide range;
4 – foolproof final preparation by means of
packaging able to “dialogue” with specially
provided microwave ovens, customised
refrigerated containers and automatic food
dispensers;
5 – a local delivery system and meal assistance
integrated with primary and secondary
logistics. This reaches right into the specific
context of use, where specialised operators
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or automatic dispensers fitted with intelligent
food heating systems, puts meals on the table
and manages waste.
Brand identity
The system innovation advanced by the four
solutions in Punto X requires a coherent
image. In their DNA is the co-planning
of three companies with different market
orientations and missions, so it is impossible
to think of a rehash of company labels, useless
to think in terms of restyling. It is important
to have a clear and unequivocal trademark
to indicate an apparently complex system,
which users must perceive as safe and easily
identifiable.
Punto X indicates a physical setting, clearly
recognizable in the choice of furnishing and
graphics, whose name is associated with a new
way of consuming meals. It is a metaphorical
place bound to the quest for physical wellbeing. Here the user is able to take care of
himself by eating well-balanced, organic food.
The theme of well-being arising from the

The Punto X solutions
performances are
the result of several
activities carried out at
different levels of the
system: in the solution
“Your dining corner”,
for instance, to allow
a user to choose, heat,
and enjoy a meal, an
interconnected chain of
service actions must take
place before, during and
after the core service
performance.
The need to replicate,
with the same quality
standards, such kinds of
interactions requires the
design and formalisation
of every step, defining
appropriate protocols of
execution and rules for
the actors involved.
Within this framework,
it has to be noted that
between the Platform
and the Service Manager,
the interaction is
very near to the B2B
franchise-franchisee
services.
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modern idea of caring for oneself through
daily habits, is here realised through a system
that offers new eating scenarios.
The brand and its colours are reproduced in
every accessory, creating a brand identity that
leaves little space for inaccurate interpretation.
Punto X appears as a system, coherent in
image but differing in solution, able to meet
the new requirements of those who decide to
feed on wellness.
Impact on context: benefits and
opportunities
Punto X offers the possibility of achieving
results, rather than purchasing products. Its
solutions are able to direct behaviour towards
potentially more sustainable, satisfactory
product-service systems.
It aims to maximise the positive elements of
its impact on context - socially, financially
and environmentally – by various actions that
make up a general strategy:
- enhancing the value of organic food chains
in both production and consumption;
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- caring for the socially underprivileged, or
people with practical difficulties as far as food
is concerned, by facilitating access to a suitable
diet and relative amenities;
-increasing the differentiation capacity of firms
by offering solutions of high added value for
the end-user, and expanding in each others
markets or in totally new markets.
- activating/regenerating local operations by
necessarily involving local players in setting
up services close to the user and, in so doing,
shaping new global-local relationships;
- mass-producing products and services to
maximise productivity and economy of
scale and scope, made possible by integrating
functions. This leads to lower raw material
and energy consumption than individual user
solutions, at both production and consumption
stage. Overall, Punto X can be presented as an
example of a product-system able to activate
win-win relations between different kinds of
players on the market. These do not exclude
leadership and enterprise roles for local players,
fruitful co-operations between profit and non-

Parallel to the solution
Punto X, a Solution
Oriented Partnership
has been developed,
to provide healthy,
convenient meals in
different contexts of
reduced access to food.
The matrix explains
each partners motives
in offering a solution,
being a result-oriented
system, instead of a set
of products or single
services.
This means that food
is designed for specific
needs and easy accessible
also in challenging
contexts.
Organic food manager:
BioLogica
System organiser:
BioLogica
Appliance producer:
Whirlpool
Dietary management
software provider: DS
Medica
Assistance provider:
PrivatAssistenza
Service manager: vending
machines managers
Solution centre:
Politecnico of Milano

gives
to…

Organic-food
manager &
System
organiser

Dietary mgmt
software
provider

Organic-food
manager &
System
organiser

Service
manager

Solution
Centre

Solution
Oriented
Partnership
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Appliance
producer

Assistance
provider

Service
manager

Solution
Centre

Solution
Oriented
Partnership

. high quality food
. new high quality
products to be
convenience meals
offered to customers for vending
machines
. a new service
concept
. new criteria and
. adds value to the
. a way to better
dietary tools for the satisfy customer
service portfolio
needs
development of
appliances for special . potential
food needs
networking with
food specialists

. knowledge and
expertise from the
organic food sector

. organic brand
identity
. expertise in
organic supply
management

. expertise in the
dietary industry

. advice and dietary
management
through
professional
software

. competences in
food processing
. hardware
appliances to be
integrated with
software

. to find applications
for advanced food
appliances
. to enter in the
service dimension

. a dedicated
appliance for
customers

. expertise and
products in the
white good
appliances sector

. smart appliances
for food processing
. brand identity

. specific knowledge
of a very sensitive
sector
. inputs and
feedback from the
reduced access to
food context

. specific knowledge
of a very sensitive
sector
. a new area of
business

. cognitive and
physiological
feedback to better
design the interfaces
of new appliances

. to complete the
present service
offering
. to better satisfy
customer needs

. expertise of a
specific market
. expertise in service
management

. feedback from the
final users
. statistical
databases

. feedback from final
users
. inputs to integrate
service and appliance
design

. catalyst in the
design and
development of
ideas
. manage partner
development

. to facilitate entry
into new businesses
. support in the
design and
development of
ideas

. to facilitate entry
into new businesses
. support in the
design and
development of ideas

. expand business
and new market
opportunities
. to become a food
solution provider

. new sales channels
. visibility and
recognition to the
. service expertise
end-user
. feedback from new
clients

. to find new
business perspectives
in the organic food
industry

. organic food
market expertise to
test the validity of
the software

. a way to enhance
the real value of the
organic food
offering

. to enter in non-medical markets
. to open and
finalise research in
new areas

. competences in
food processing

Appliance
producer

Assistance
provider

Dietary mgmt
software
provider

. organic food
market expertise to
improve the
performance of the
appliances

. to facilitate entry
into new businesses
. support in testing
of the solution idea
with their customers

. a smart vending
machine system

. social dimension
. expertise in
assisting people in a . access to a specific
specific context
context

. to expand the
service portfolio
. to extend the
offering to new
contexts

. expertise and
. service
entrepreneurship in management in
the vending
specific contexts
machine industry

. to facilitate entry
into new businesses

. to develop
expertise in
solution design
. to obtain visibility
as solutions experts

. tools and expertise
to facilitate and
manage the
partner-based
solutions

. opportunity to test
a methodological
toolbox
. expertise in the
food sector

. to provide
healthy, convenient
meals in different
contexts of reduced
access to food

. a new idea of
. a new service to be
service to be used to used to contact new
reach new customers possible context of
business
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profit organisations, symbiosis between multinationals and SMEs, or specific market sharing,
in a mainly bottom-up innovation logic that
brings new skills, activities and services into
play on a local basis.
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This chart provides the
general framework of
the full set of solutions
elements (products,
services, competences)
constituting the Punto
X system.
They are put in relation
to the main Solution
Providers in order to
define their tasks in
designing, building and
delivering each of these
components.
One of the main
challenges in designing
an industrialised
solution is to take
into account, from
the beginning, the
issue of co-ordination
and interfacing of its
elements. To do this,
the partners have fixed,
for each component,
some fundamental
constraints due to their
requirements/capabilities,
to be considered for
the successive activities
of product/service
development, carried out
independently by each
partner.

Stakeholders

Tasks for the Stakeholders:

Functions

Solutions
Elements

Organic-food
manager &
System
organiser
Dietary
manag.
software
provider

Appliance
producer

Assistance
provider

Service
manager

Others
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eurest, an international
catering company,
currently provides 6,000
meals per day solely
from the local central
kitchen, which is a few
kilometres outside rubí.

La Fiambrera

currently most catering
services are ‘warm food
chains’ which means food
is prepared and kept warm
while it is transported
to customer institutions.
one of the most
significant
technological and
infrastructural changes
is to offer cold food
services, which can be
heated on demand.
the full potential of
this system is exploited
through la fiambrera,
challenging the critical
factors of time and
economies of scale.

eurest:
“we serve 6000 meals a day”
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La Fiambrera
Joanna Lambert, Laura Vidal and Menno Marien

“La Fiambrera” (which in English means
“Lunch Box”) is a food service developed using
the Solution Oriented Partnership approach
to serve two distinct groups of people with
food needs in the municipality of Rubí, near
Barcelona in Spain. The partners were:
· Eurest, an international catering company,
part of Compass Group;
· Rubí Town Council Social Services
department, who identified customers to
be enrolled in the food service and the
local contacts needed, and also paid for the
meals of Social Service customers;
· CDN International, a product and service
strategy consultancy who initiated and
coordinated the solution and acted as a
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pilot test location;
· Rubí Municipal Market provided fresh
food and a central collection point;
· Whirlpool, an international white goods
manufacturer, provided specially adapted
coolboxes for food storage;
· and an internet programming and web
developer.
Partnership
Oriented
Solution
This
successfully ran a one month pilot test of their
solution and is preparing for an expanded
launch in the near future.
Context-of-use
The book “Solution Oriented Partnerships”
introduces context–of-use research tools that

rubí social services
is responsible for the
welfare of town citizens,
carrying out activities
such as home help,
mobility services, social
activities and catering
for those who have
difficulties.
with the aging
population, strategies
for answering the
needs of the elderly
in a sustainable way
are continuously being
explored.
one of the aims of the
social services is to
enable elderly citizens to
stay living independently
in their homes for as
long as possible.

rubi social service:
“we try, as much as possible, to keep
the elderly living in their own home”
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were used in Rubí to explore two groups of
people identified as having reduced access to
food.

increasingly difficult in the future.

The second group is employees of small
companies (SMEs) based in isolated industrial
One group was elderly people living estates which have no provision for food.
independently at home. A large number of Employees of these companies often have
this group do have a certain level of mobility, difficulty accessing food because of their
but some have trouble ‘accessing’ food because geographical distance from appropriate
of problems with preparing it, finances, food lunchtime food venues, the poor local
knowledge, weight-carrying ability, agility or provision of healthy food, and time and
sight problems. The result is that many either distance constraints that limit their ability to
eat poorly, or rely on home-help such as family, go food shopping. The result is that people
either have to eat unhealthy snacks from petrol
friends or social workers.
stations or vending machines, spend time in the
At the same time informal support networks morning preparing their own lunchbox, or eat
of neighbours and family help are quickly in expensive and time consuming restaurants.
disintegrating as society becomes increasingly Some do not eat at lunchtime at all! Another
industrialised. One current answer is the town current solution is to rely on a family member,
Day Centre where Social Service customers usually a woman, to organise a lunchbox.
can have a warm meal at lunch time. This This solution is now in decline as women’s
relies on the resources and funding of the priorities are changing and younger people are
Local Council and, with the growing elderly starting to live more independently.
population, relying on this type of service
to meet all needs within a town will be Even though both groups are very different
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the municipal market
in rubí offers fresh
vegetables, fruit, meat,
fish and other produce.
markets are present
in most spanish towns
and are highly valued
for their good quality
produce. they also act
as social centres for
the local community
and are important for
the local economy. The
customer reach of these
municipal markets is
being slowly threatened
by supermarkets, so they
need to explore and
develop new ways to find
and keep new customers
within the local area.
the shopping service
component of la
fiambrera offers the
market stallholders
a new way to serve
customers that would
otherwise be outside
the market’s traditional
scope.

“if you want fresh food you have
to come to the market”
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in nature, they share food provision needs.
La Fiambrera as a solution is set up in such a
way that it can answer these common needs
and still retain the flexibility needed to adapt
to the groups’ differences. The study of the
two groups suggested that they both need a
regular food service, providing a balanced diet,
that is flexible in terms of the time of eating,
easy and convenient to access and reasonably
priced. The Social Services group also need a
solution that allows people to continue living
independently and in a dignified way for as
long as possible without having to rely on help
from others.
Neither group currently receives sufficient
catering services because, when considered as
separate groups, there are too few customers to
make it economical to serve them. For SMEs
to receive a warm food service the investment
in equipment means that a minimum of 50
customers are required to make it viable.
Individual SMEs rarely have this many
employees but combining several SMEs and
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the Social Services customers creates a market
large enough to serve economically.
Offering
La Fiambrera focuses on aggregating demand
and optimising logistics so that it can reach
these more isolated or alienated groups of
people.
The solution reaches both groups by using a
cold chain for the physical logistics (food is
cooked, then chilled quickly and maintained
at refrigerator temperature) and the internet
(a smart ordering system) to manage the
information.
A ‘menu’ is delivered each day for both groups.
In Spain a ‘menu’ is a typical lunchtime meal
which includes three courses; the first being
a light vegetable, salad or pasta based dish, the
second being a meat or fish based dish, and the
third being a yoghurt, fruit or light pudding.
For the SME group, fresh food shopping from

the context-of-use
research in rubì social
services found that not
only are people limited
economically in their
access to good food, but
people also have problems
carrying, lifting, opening
and preparing food. all
these factors limit the
types of food that people
can purchase and eat.

“if i want to
live on my own,
i have to be able
to prepare my
own meals”
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the local Municipal Market is also delivered.
Without having to visit the market itself
employees can buy fresh vegetables, meats,
cheeses, fish and other delicacies at a good
price.

volunteer collect the fresh food from the other
stalls and place each person’s order into a bag
[5].

Then a van from Eurest’s central kitchen
carrying prepared meals for both the Social
How does “La Fiambrera” work? (see Services and SME customers, goes to the
SolutionMap page 71) Eurest enters the weeks’ Municipal Market. Here meals for people
menu into the smart ordering system on the in the Social Services scheme are left in a
internet. [0]. SME employees order and pay for secure coolbox [6], and food shopping for
their Eurest lunch and fresh food shopping in SME employees, prepared by the stallholder,
advance through the smart ordering system [1]. is collected [7] The same van then travels to
Meanwhile, the Social Services place an order the SME [9] where the prepared Eurest meals
through this Smart System for a number of set and food shopping are delivered to a coolbox.
meals for those enrolled in their scheme [2].
[8]. The Social Service customers walk to
the Municipal Market to pick up their meals
This is done by a social worker to reduce the from the secure coolbox [9]. The food can be
complications of providing the elderly with stored for two or three days in these fridges
computer equipment and skills. The Social and can be heated in domestic microwaves or
Services place orders according to the medical ovens whenever the customer wants to eat.
needs of each customer enrolled. Meal orders The customisation of the service for users is
go through to the Eurest Central Kitchen [3] achieved via:
and shopping orders go to a stallholder in the · the smart ordering system which creates
Municipal Market [4]. This stallholder and a
a user profile of food preferences and/or
66 / 67

for sme customers
la fiambrera offers a
flexible system that
allows people to eat
when they want. it
ensures a more balanced
diet and offers time
savings and good quality
food through a simple
ordering system. it also
provides a food shopping
service for those who
have difficulty finding
time to buy fresh goods.

“no food facilities
near the company
where i work”
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·
·
·

·
·

dietary requirements
the logistics which provide flexibility in
access and eating times
the menu choices – with three options for
each course per day
the choice of food portions - users can opt
for a full menu of three dishes, or a half
menu of one or two
the shopping - users can specify products
and the quantities they want of each
SME employees also have the option of
donating 50 cents per meal to help feed
people in need of food in the local town.

System
The system creatively combines economic
business interests and the achievement of social
benefits. The commercial approach needed by
the private companies and the enabelling local
community connections have been combined
in one mutually supporting solution. The
Solution Oriented Partnership co-designed
“La Fiambrera” to be mutually beneficial and
to allow partners to complement each other’s
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competencies. For example, the Municipal
Market provides Eurest with a pick-up point
that removes the need for door-to-door
delivery, the most expensive part of their
current meals-on-wheels service. In return the
Municipal Market has the opportunity to use
Eurest’s logistics to reach customers in isolated
industrial estates that otherwise would not visit
the market.
The continued involvement of Rubí Town
Council is one of the essential parts of “La
Fiambrera”. Above all, their political results are
measured in terms of the social benefits they
provide to the town’s citizens. The Council’s
considerable local connections helped to
facilitate a solution that promotes the interests
of these citizens. But the solution also creates
economic benefits for the private business
partners involved, including local enterprises
that also benefit Rubí as a town.
Solution elements
Elements such as the food production system,

la fiambrera is a service
that provides good
quality prepared meals
and a flexible collection
system by way of a cold
food chain.
the solution is adaptable
to cater for many
different people’s needs
in small collectives that
are currently unserved,
(good food to the few’),
through one system
providing ‘good food
for all’

la Fiambrera: good food for all
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the cold chain, coolboxes, and the smart
ordering system are always present no matter Smart ordering system
which group of people receive the service. The face of “La Fiambrera” was an internet
These are the core elements of the solution;
website with a public area open to anybody,
a private area for registered users and a backCoolbox
office for the administrators. The primary
In the pilot test of the solution there were objective of the website was to facilitate
two separate coolboxes; one in the Municipal order processing, which is one of the most
Market with a secure compartment for each complicated processes in a regular catering
user, the other in the SME simply with open service. In practice, it had double side
la fiambrera combines
shelves due to the reduced need for security. benefits:
food solutions for two
groups of people in
Social Service users received a key to their · For SME customers it added visual interest
one service; preparing,
individual coolbox compartment and could
and convenience, but also stimulated cooling and transporting
the food together, but
not access other users’ food.
interaction amongst users in the form of
delivering it to different
sharing and co-operation when ordering.
locations along one
Packaging
· For Eurest, it greatly simplified the
route.
The pilot test used existing Eurest packaging
management of orders because the database
information (menu
designs. This provided a base from which to
generated a spreadsheet that could be read
posting, ordering and
paying) is handled
test the functionality, sizes, and other usability
by the kitchen’s software.
through
an internet
factors, and to suggest improvements needed SME users could also order through a feature
smart system.
for future packaging designs. Meals were called “La Fiambrera de Mamá” or “Mum’s
the logistics are
packaged in individual plastic trays, with a Lunchbox”, which brought a surprise choice
combined to reduce
waterproof transparent seal, that can be put everyday. Some users preferred this option costs, making the service
directly into a microwave.
because it was easy and they did not have
economically viable.
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1. employees choose menus and order shopping

2. social services
indicate meal
numbers and
specific menu
needs of elderly
users

start

Social Services
SME's

0. catering provider enters
menus into smart system

4. local market enters
product list and receives
food shopping orders
from SME’s

Smart System
Smart System
5. local market
prepares shopping
packs

Catering provider
3. catering prepares menus
for SME’s and elderly

6. Catering provider delivers
meals for elderly users to coolbox
and picks up shopping for SME’s

8. food shop-ping
for SME employees,
prepared by the
stallholder, is
collected
10. elderly users takes
their meals home

Local market
7. meals for people
in the Social
Services scheme
are left in a secure
coolbox

Elderly's homes
Material flow
Information flow
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to worry about making particular choices.
Above all, they simply liked to be surprised!
The Smart System also provided a way to
customise the solution for each user because
profiles could be set up which then offered
daily choices according to dietary needs. The
Smart System represents a fast, efficient way to
approach advanced industrialisation with the
local delivery of the solution. The numbers
of users can increase without increasing the
administrative workload. All the partners
can also be linked automatically without the
reliance on manually sending orders, payments
and menu details.
In addition to the core elements, certain parts
of the solution differed depending on which
group of users was being served;
Welcome pack
At the start of the pilot test, each user in the
SME received a ‘welcome pack’ containing a
plate, bowl and cutlery. This offered customers
the choice of eating their meals using these
ceramic plates and metal cutlery, instead of
72 / 73

having to eat from the plastic packaging.
Thermal bags
Each of the Social Services customers was
given a thermal insulation bag so that the food
packs could be kept cold on the journey home
from the marketplace.
User benefits
Although the initial context-of-use research
was focused on elderly people using a Social
Services scheme in Rubí, it is not just elderly
people that could benefit from the service.
The solution is also suitable for people with
mild physical or psychological disabilities
and people with temporary illnesses who are
not able to work. The fact that the Fiambrera
solution could be used for such a wide variety
of users was further confirmation that striving
to design contextualised solutions has the
potential to include users that would normally
not be reached.
For users of the Rubí Social Services scheme

the warm food chain
used in most existing
catering solutions means
that 30-40% of their
cost is due to transport.
more journeys are needed
to make sure that the
quality of the hot food
is retained. some systems
also mean every customer
has to be visited in their
own home. deliveries of
hot food also have to be
made within a critical
time during the day, just
before lunch-hour.
in the cold food chain
costs are reduced by
putting all the food in
one truck in one journey.
chilled food can also
be delivered two or
three times a week and
stored in a coolbox.
these factors combine
to significantly reduce
the number of journeys
needed to deliver the
same number of meals.
deliveries can also be
made throughout the
day because the cold
food chain is less time
critical.
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the benefits of the solution are that it facilitates
their independence, it gives them the flexibility
to eat when and where they like, and it
provides a healthy diet which was previously
difficult to achieve.

collect their food means that they get out of
the house for a little exercise and they go to
a place where they can meet friends, socialise,
stop for a coffee, or purchase some other
supplies.

Increased opportunity for privacy is also
a benefit of this service for Social Service
customers, who can now eat at home with
family or friends. This is particularly important
for elderly couples who are accustomed to
sharing meals just between themselves, rather
than in a Day Centre where there are many
other people. It may also be desirable for some
users to receive their meals away from the Day
Centre eating hall because of their unsociable
behaviour. This may improve the experience
of those still using the Day Centre catering
service.

The coolbox in the Municipal Market became
an important indicator of the well-being of the
customers. Social Services could be notified
by the Eurest delivery person if there were
meals remaining in the coolbox from previous
deliveries. This creates an important benefit
giving elderly users peace of mind that if
something happens to them people will come
to assist.

Another benefit of La Fiambrera is that whilst
it allows people to stay living at home, it does
not confine them there. The mere fact that
they need to walk to the Municipal Market to
74 / 75

For the SME employees the benefits include
an improvement in their diet, time savings
for food preparation and the flexibility to eat
when and where they want. For example these
customers can save meals for later in the day
if they have to work late, or even take them
home.
The overriding benefit is that they now

The economic comparison
of the La Fiambrera cold
food chain with the
existing warm food chain
shows that breakeven is
easier to achieve with
the La Fiambrera system.
La Fiambrera solution
reduces the transport
costs, therefore making it
possible to reach groups
of people who are under
the normal breakeven
number of 50 people in
each service.
By aggregating the
group numbers together
and delivering it all
on one circuit, the
breakeven can be reached
in a shorter timespan.

Breakeven of Old system

Elderly home

Elderly home

Elderly home
Elderly home

Breakeven of New system

Elderly home
Elderly home

Elderly home

Elderly home

Elderly home

Elderly home

Elderly home

Elderly home

Elderly home

Homes of the elderly > 50

Homes of the elderly >15

Eurest central
kitchen

Company
Company
workers
>>
5050
workers

Company
Company
workers> >5050
workers

Company
workers > 50
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Elderly home

Eurest central
kitchen

Company
workers > 15

Company
workers > 15

Company
workers > 15
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have access to a good quality food service, La Fiambrera empowers local people by
where previously one did not exist at all. providing tools for independence. It also
creates local community connections and
Sustainability assessment
helps small local businesses retain revenues in
In catering services one of the most significant the local area. However, at the same time the
environmental impacts comes from the solution provides the resource to duplicate the
transportation of the food throughout the service with an international company as a key
lifecycle. Transport is key because food is partner. In this way the service works towards
perishable and therefore must be delivered sustainability by improving the local economy,
on time. Another key impact is the amount environment and society.
of food wastage because warm food cannot be
preserved for long without loss of quality.
Business plan
In La Fiambrera, the Solution Oriented
In La Fiambrera the cold food is delivered Partnership approach has helped the partners
and the shopping collected in one journey. involved to reach new markets which
Deliveries can also be made two or three times previously were individually unviable and
a week rather than everyday. In these ways unprofitable using existing services. The
the logistics can be optimised reducing both concept of not only targeting more users with
economic and environmental impacts.
the same service (economies of scale) but of
adapting the service to suit different kinds of The solution storyboard
Food wastage is also reduced because the users can be seen as creating an economy of
describes the different
actors along the service
chilled food can be preserved in the coolbox scope.
chain together with the
or fridge until it is needed. The meals are only
actions and specifications
heated as and when required.
In traditional warm food catering services
at each point.
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La Fiambrera

SERVICE SETTING
PLATFORM
FRANCHISING

LONG TERM
SUBSCRIPTIONS

SERVICE PERFORMANCE
DAILY ORDERING

PREPARATION OF
ORDERED MEALS

SHOPPING ORDER
RECEIVED AT THE
MARKET

COLLATING OF
SHOPPING & MEAL
DELIVERY IN MARKET

MEAL DELIVERY IN
SME'S

ELDERLY
COLLECTING MEALS
IN MARKET

OFFICE WORKER
COLLECTING MEALS
AT WORK PLACE

ELDERLY USER

Ability to set dietary
profile
Identify key assistants

specifications

Easy open
compartments
Assistance available
Spare keys

OFFICE W ORKER

choice among daily meal
offers
option to order fresh
ingredients from market

specifications

Access to building with
small van
Access to coolbox in
office

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
ADMINISTRATION (RUBI)

specifications

teaching session for
Identification of people
marketstall; briefing and suitable for the service
training of social workers

Access to internet at
regular intervals or
continously

LunchBox service rules;

Space and resources to
collect shopping packs

LunchBox contract;

PLATFORM

qualification procedures
specifications
franchising contract;
installation of the coolbox
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promotion of service
within local SME's

Systems and
organisation
T hermal containers

Access to marketplace
by van. Access to
coolbox from parking
place

Easy to find meals
Labelling
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transport accounts for 30%-40% of the
total costs. Existing food ordering processes
using fax or phone also require substantial
administration. By sharing transport and
spreading deliveries over the day, the cost of
transport in the “La Fiambrera” solution is
reduced. This reduction in overheads has made
breakeven easier to reach.
The pilot test, with 10 Social Services users
and 18 SME employees receiving meals over
a period of 1 month, has already shown
encouraging economic results. It has been
identified that the delivery of non-food items
such as reading material, or pharmaceuticals
could also be beneficial for users. This creates
opportunities for future iterations of the
partnership to include doctors and pharmacies,
as well as health insurance companies.
The business plan includes expansion within
Rubí in the short term, to Barcelona and
the Catalunya area in the mid term, and the
whole of Spain in the long term. As identified
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in the pilot test, user acceptance is very good,
and with further detailing, development and
continuous improvement, the market potential
is massive.
It is also clear that the solution provides
social benefits to the final users as well as to
other stakeholders within the partnership. It
is possible that learning from this Solution
Oriented Partnership can be spread to create
new innovative sustainable solutions in other
sectors.

la fiambrera offers
customers and the wider
community several social
benefits, particularly
the social service users.
the walk to the market
provides a reason to get
out of the house and
visit the town centre.
the coolbox becomes a
‘communication tool’
for people who have not
been to collect their
food. the social services
can be notified and can
investigate to see if there
is a problem.
la fiambrera also
enables people to live
independently for
longer, maintaining their
dignity.

“rodriguez is able to live on his
own with good food support”

“joseph is getting out to
the market everyday to
pick-up his meal...”
“Maria did not pick-up her
meal today, maybe she is ill ?”
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The La Fiambrera
partnership developed,
detailed and tested the
La Fiambrera concept in
a 5 week pilot test .
The partnership is
planning to relaunch the
service so that citizens
and employees in Rubí
can benefit from a good
quality flexible food
service.
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marketstall

rubi social services
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solution coordinator

eurest manager

smart system operator

la fiambrera coolbox
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Punto X

BioLogica is a start-up
firm, created in January
2001, and controlled by
one of the major dairy
product producers and
distributors in Italy
(Centrale del Latte di
Brescia).
Its project is born around
the concept of organic
food, specifically with
the mission of developing
a neighbourhood shops
network, based in Italy,
specialized in organic
fresh food, and branded
“Natura Ride”.
BioLogica’s business aims
to identify and address
the recently growing
consumer demand of
sustainable (food)
consumption; through
this research project
the company wanted
to better understand
the features and market
potentials of the organic
food business, to orient
its activity.

biologica:
“How can we move organic food
into the limelight?”
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Punto X
Anna Meroni, with Gabriele Cervetta and Alessio Marchesi1

Punto X is the name of a system of products,
services and expertise, able to offer food
solutions that are personalised to meet the
needs of specific contexts-of-use. Solutions
are based on traditional local, fresh organic and
dietetic (meaning specially designed around
dietary advice) meals, either “ready to eat”
cold, or “ready to heat”, whose requirements
for personalisation arise from the different local
conditions and personal situation of the user.
They are intended for use in contexts where
access to food is reduced, i.e. where the
1
This project is the result of team work, here reported
by the authors: within the framework of text by Anna
Meroni, Gabriele Cervetta has written concerning
“Brand Identity” and Alessio Marchesi concerning
“Becoming a Solution Oriented Partnership”
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possibility or ability to organise an appropriate
and satisfactory diet is limited by both
physiological and/or logistic and cultural
conditions.
Contexts-of-use
To understand context-of-use in detail
we must specify the characteristics of the
context we are referring to and the needs
which arise from it. Together these form
the demand reference framework, or metacontext-of-use, for the system. This is the
sum of the characteristics of specific contexts
seen through two filters: one relating to the
possibility of outlining common food profiles
(meal typologies suitable for specific users) and

Whirlpool Corporation
is the world’s leading
manufacturer and
marketer of major home
appliances,
with annual sales of
over $11 billion, 68,000
employees, and nearly
50 manufacturing and
technology research
centres around the
globe.
Through continuous
efforts in bold
innovation and design,
Whirlpool aims to
enhance trust and
satisfaction in consumers.
Services are the latest
challenge: with several
smart cooking systems
they are working on,
indicating this direction.
This research project
was an opportunity
to gain experience
and knowledge about
more service oriented
offerings.

whirlpool:
“is there a future for us in
services?”
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the other relating to the service requirements
of different local contexts.These characteristics
together enable us to pinpoint needs to be met
when planning Punto X, a solution system that
seeks to respond efficiently to problems which
up to now have been answered by a complex
set of heterogeneous services and varying
attitudes.
These problems, and therefore the benefits to
be offered to users, are linked to demands for:
- knowledge about healthy eating habits
- suitable foods for specific pathologies (e.g.
diabetes, hypertension)
- suitable food for special physiological states
(e.g. the elderly, expectant mothers, children,
sportsmen)
- food for particular dietary choices (such as
vegetarians, macrobiotics, people on a diet)
- fresh, traditional food
These requirements are in turn associated with
situations of:
- reduced choice,
- reduced autonomy, and
- reduced physical mobility
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Solutions offered by Punto X responds to these
demands through an intrinsically sustainable
(because entirely organic) agro-industrial food
chain, associated with personalised consumer
dietary planning. This has the dual advantage
of reacting to precise demands for individual
health and of increasing knowledge, and
consequently the ability to choose, through an
indirect form of education.
The solutions also set out to meet these
demands specifically, on an advanced industrial
scale, limiting economic and environmental
costs. It does this through the introduction
of personalisation criteria that are based on
more generalisable and extendible principles
(the concept of context-of-use) than the
more traditional one-to-one, and by making
use of a modular system architecture of the
components.
The strategy of contextualisation
The personalisation of solutions offered
is achieved thanks to flexibility in meal
composition, the organisation of distribution

DS Medica deals
with the designing,
manufacturing,
distribution and
marketing of software
and hardware of medical
technologies for
diagnostic and treatment
purposes in the following
branches of medicine:
clinical nutrition,
gastroenterology,
dermatology, oncology,
angiology and
rheumatology. The
company runs several
important networks for
family doctors, dieticians
and gynaecologists, by
computerizing their
office management
activities.
Through this research
project the company
wanted to understand
how such professional
knowledge could be
made better available to
the final user in terms
of empowering food
competences in daily
food management.

ds medica:
“can we prescribe a tasty diet?”
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and delivery systems, and through service/
consumer interfaces.
By varying the configuration of these factors,
different service formats can be outlined for
the implementation of Punto X. These are
different organisational patterns that the system
may address for a user in each given situation
(localised contexts).
In all, there are four such formats:
- Your all inclusive meal service: A home
delivery service for personalised daily meals,
mainly for users at home;
- Your personal meal box: A periodic delivery
service for personalised meals to a community
situation where an area is availably equipped
for consumption. A service geared mainly for
offices and day-care centres.
- Your dining corner: An automatic vending
facility for personalised meals in a community
context where an area is available and equipped
for consumption. A service developed mainly
for offices, universities and places of transit.
- Your take away meal: A point-of-sale service
for personalised take-away meals, mainly for
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shops, stations and transit points.
These formats allow for a scale of
personalisation ranging from the more carefully
prepared home meals, which come close to the
traditional one-to-one approach where careful
attention is paid to specific context capability
(e.g. the presence of a family member or carer
able to back up the service), to “standardised”
personalisation based on specific context
typologies (such as the nutritional requirements
of a sport environment).
Some choice simplifiers also pre-arrange
conditions for personalised meals: suitable
recipes for different contexts are preselected, and a facilitated IT interface, or an
intermediary, guides the user’s choice.
Described below in greater detail are two
solutions offered by Punto X. At a product
level the common solutions denominator is
in having all dishes organic, fresh, packed in a
protected atmosphere and ready to be heated
in their packaging in a microwave oven. This
means that by a food enhancement strategy

The context-of-use
analysis on people
restricted to their
homes with problems
of reduced mobility
(like elderly) has shown
the problem of getting
assorted and tasty meals,
partially prepared or
ready to eat. Often it
was requested to have
dietary meals available
that were tailored for
special pathologies or
physiologies, and to have
the possibility of choice.
“Your all inclusive
meal service” interacts
with the user through
a reliable person (a
relative, a volunteer or a
personal assistant) who
is in charge of delivering
meals while doing other
daily duties for him/her.
Thanks to this scope
economy the meal can
arrive at the user at a
competitive cost. Meals,
completely organic,
can be chosen among a
variety of alternatives,
pre-selected according
to dietary needs, and
can be heated easily by
the user themselves,
via traditional home
appliances or a dedicated
microwave oven.

“your all
inclusive meal
service”
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similar to that for convenience-foods, a niche
product like organic food is proposed in
totally new contexts-of-use, adding to its own
intrinsic qualities that of being an advanced
service.
Your all-inclusive meal service
This envisages the home delivery of highly
personalised meals that meet the nutritional
requirements of subscribers with problems of
physical mobility: it is based on the possibility of
managing orders and deliveries locally by using
a grocery shop or small warehouse, linked to a
service centre, as a meal collection and sorting
place. By co-ordinating operations with public
or private services, expert personnel are then
able to deliver this meal service to users in the
course of their day-to-day duties.
Meals consist of a traditional regional main
dish, vegetables and seasonal fruit. Clients can
be supplied with a special microwave oven
for the duration of their subscription to the
service: the advantage of this situation is a
simplified planning system, co-ordinated with
90 / 91

meal packaging. A barcode label on the dish,
corresponding to the programming knob on
the oven, enables inexpert users to heat the
food properly.
Each user is supplied with a personal
The context-of-use
membership card containing special dietary analysis on people eating
everyday in offices, has
information and requirements, previously
revealed an increasing
discussed with family members and the family
request for healthy and
doctor, which makes personalisation of meals fresh food at lunch time,
as an alternative to
possible. Every week the client, assisted by
eating sandwiches.
personnel, draws up their own menu by Moreover in addition to
choosing from an assortment of pre-selected an increasing demand for
healthy food and low
dishes according to their dietary requirements:
calorie diets, but also
food suitable for special
they can opt for single dishes according
intolerances.
to individual taste, or pre-sorted weekly “Your personal meal box”
combinations.
provides personalised
Together with the meal, they receive a organic meals on a daily
basis for people who
magazine of their choice and throwaway
want to control their
diet. This service can be
tableware to simplify daily table management:
available
in community
Meals are delivered once a week from the
situations, where a
distribution hub nearest home.
personal refrigerated box
can be filled everyday
This solution integrates the added values of a
with a meal requested
personalised diet and delivery by trustworthy
by the user, who has
personnel with the intrinsic quality of the
subscribed the service.

“your personal
meal box”
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meal. In many cases such personnel will already
be familiar to the client in their role of psychophysical support in everyday activities.
Your dining corner
This envisages the existence of comfortable areas,
equipped for meal service and consumption,
in the workplace or in community contexts. It
requires the presence of vending machines for
fresh food, that are either ready to serve or heat,
and the provision of special heating appliances.
The food dispenser is filled with a variety of
assorted dishes to meet the tastes of different
users. These are chosen to satisfy the dietary
requirements and food styles of the context.
The menu is organised according to set dietary
profiles. By interacting directly, or using a card
containing information about preferences and
dietary requirements, users examine the dishes
available by means of a touch screen, and receive
personalised suggestions about what to eat. A
microwave oven is also available in the specially
equipped corner. Again, it is programmed with
a simplified system coordinated with the meal
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packaging: a device automatically reads the
barcode on the packaging label and translates
it into a cooking programme. This solution
also enables an independent, high quality
refreshment area to be set up in contexts that
The context-of-use
for various reasons lack such arrangements:
analysis on people
for example reduced space locations such as
eating in community
SMEs, or small offices, where a traditional
situations such as small
universities, gyms
offices,
canteen would not be cost effective; or where
and hotel without a
the irregularity of consumption, which makes
restaurant, has shown
the wish for a fast, but
both user times and numbers impossible to
healthy and tasty, food
predict; or where the distant location makes
available on request all
it impossible to supply ready meals. It also
day long.
enables users to find solutions suitable to “Your dining corner” is a
self service food facility,
varying dietary requirements.
based on a vending
System architecture
Punto X is the result of collaboration between
various actors sharing a common vision.
BioLogica, a company that manages a chain
of organic food shops under the brand name
of Nature Ride and the partner promoting
the Solution Oriented Partnership, has been
joined by Whirlpool (the world leading

machine, conceived to
be located in places
without food amenities
and without the
continual presence of
service personnel. People
can get healthy, organic
meals and perfectly heat
them autonomously, at
any time.
This service is especially
convenient for SMEs.

“your dining
corner”
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manufacturer of major home appliances)
and DS Medica (a company designing,
manufacturing and marketing medical
technology software and hardware), together
they bring to the system production knowhow for electrical appliances, expertise in food
and in IT elaboration of dietary solutions.
These companies are the Platform Providers
for the system. In other words, they develop
the basic elements for Punto X solutions.They
combine with a network of general suppliers
and with players at local level who bring the
expertise necessary for solutions to be set up
in specific contexts. In the case of the Your
all-inclusive meal service format they work
with PrivatAssistenza, a national network of
operating points that supply various individual
and family services. For Your dining corner
and Your personal meal-box formats, they
collaborate with a series of small businesses
running food vending machines. Finally, for
Your take-away meal they join forces with the
Nature Ride organic food shops. BioLogica
plays the role of System Organiser among the
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Platform Providers, who together produce an
offer that can be described as a packet of B2B
services directed towards other players. These
in turn are required to integrate them with
specific expertise and local actions. They are
not generic clients, but partners in shaping
the solution itself and an integral part of the
system. Their relationship with this system is a
result of strategic agreements. Therefore Punto
X can in all senses be defined as a PartnerBased Solution: a solution system that would
not be possible without strategic convergence
by several players on a single vision. This
process has been backed by the Politecnico
di Milano, with Industrial Design expertise
(Dipartimento INDACO) and Management
Engineering expertise (Dipartimento DIG). Its
main role has been to facilitate the generation
of common ideas and encourage convergence
by harmonising and pondering the various
visions and interests.
Becoming a Solution Oriented Partnership
Being part of a Partner-Based Solution, aside

Eating on the move is
one of the major trends
of contemporary food
in cities. Also the desire
to buy food along the
street on the journey to
the office/school is a
request emerged from the
context-of-use analysis
of people having lunch
out of home.
“Your take away meal” is
a solution that proposes
organic ready to eat food
through points-of-sale
located in city transit
points. Small, local
food shops aiming to
become neighbourhood
food service centres
are, for instance, perfect
windows to offer this
kind of service.

“your take away meal”
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from having tangible benefits and revenues
from the developed solutions themselves, also
means that each partner involved can benefit
from activities that lie outside the scope of the
solution oriented partnership and their related
partner-based solution business plans. In
particular, each solution oriented partner can
benefit from what are called project spillovers,
in which the mere act of collaborating with
other companies creates the conditions for
each to take advantage of the collaboration
to generate knowledge that would not have
existed if the partnership did not exist in
the first place. Within this Solution Oriented
Partnership, the Partner-Based Solutions
generate the conditions for technological,
competence-based and knowledge-based
spillovers in which each partner is able to
create synergies amongst themselves to expand
their existing business horizons in terms
of potential business opportunities. From
BioLogica’s perspective, the Partner-Based
Solutions generates the condition to enhance
their business model to include more service
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oriented products and to reach completely
new contexts of use. Before entering into a
collaboration with the Politecnico di Milano
and the other stakeholders, BioLogica’s core
business lay completely within the traditional
retail industry where they specialized in
delivering organic food to their customer base.
With the development of the system Punto X,
BioLogica has generated the setting for the
development of a service portfolio that could
transform its existing product portfolio into
a product-service portfolio able to generate
value through the knowledge and competence
spillovers, in terms of food preparation and
nutritional wellbeing that was obtained from
the other partners.
The same is true for DS Medica, which brings
to the system tried and tested competencies
and experience in the nutrition and wellbeing
industry through health and nutrition
management software that was sold primarily
through the specific niche market of the
medical community. Through the PartnerBased Solutions, DS Medica is able to expand its

In “Your dining corner”
the user interaction with
the vending system is easy
and thought to provide
a positive experience of
choosing and eating.
The choice is guided by
the information on the
touch screen according
with the diet profile of
the user.
After withdrawing the
food, it is heated in the
microwave oven (without
worrying about setting
the cooking programme
because of the bar code
in the packaging that
can be read by the
machine). Nevertheless,
the user preserves the
positive experience of
taking care of their own
food preparation. The
layout and the image
of the corner, has been
developed with the aim
of offering a comfortable
atmosphere, in order to
create a quiet island.

Punto X: get fed with wellness
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customer base within the medical community
while generating more brand recognition to
its product offering within different channels.
Moreover, the company is able to test and gain
experience through a direct channel with endusers (something that they were unable to do
within their niche market since they were B2B
software providers, so the only feedback they
obtained from their real end-users was filtered
through their users’ family doctors etc). Even
Whirlpool, a multinational manufacturer with
a traditional product oriented business model,
can find positive externalities through the
development of the Punto X solutions.
Aside from the potential benefits of expanding
its global reach through the development of
innovative solutions, Whirlpool is able to take
advantage of the competence and knowledge
spillovers inherent in the collaboration with
entities that lie outside its traditional value
chain. In particular, the exposure to the
solution oriented partnership approach, its
methods and specific context development
have illuminated potential ground for the
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generation of future partner-based solutions
that lie inside and outside the current realm
of the Punto X solution offering. Through the
Punto X project, Whirlpool is able to explore
new ways to extend its existing business model
by adding a service oriented dimension to
their current product lineup.
Solution architecture
Punto X is the fruit of innovations in the form
of the system combined with innovations in its
constituent products and services. It has grown
out of the systemisation of already partially
existing parts, reorganised in new combinations
and endowed with new meaning in the light of
particular possible contexts of use.
The original value of the system lies in the
possibility of combining the same competences
and functions (or platform of products, services
and instruments) in different ways, integrating
them with local elements, so as to offer
personalised solutions for different users.
Punto X pivots on five crucial subsystems, or
functional groups, of products and services that

With Punto X, four
context-specific
solutions are delivered
through different service
formats organising
through a flexible,
modular, system of
products and services.
A platform of partners,
delivering a set of
common elements
(products and services),
is integrated on a local
basis by specific elements
provided by specific
partners.
In doing this, a single
system, solving a
variety of problems,
opens potentially new
and wider market
opportunities for the
solution providers.
Food Producers:
BioLogica and others
Organic Food Manager:
BioLogica
System Organiser:
BioLogica
Appliance Producer:
Whirlpool
Dietary management
software provider: DS
Medica
Local Food Shop: Natura
Ride
Assistance Provider:
PrivatAssistenza
Service Manager: vending
machines managers

Food
producers

Packaging
providers

Intermediate
Users

Integration
Providers

Platform Providers

1

Final Users

Public
Admin.

Your take
away meal

Local food shop

Organic-food
manager
Home

System
organiser

Assistance
provider

Appliance
producer

Service
manager

Dietary management
software provider

Dietary advisor

University/Gym

Furniture
provider

Office

Your all inclusive
meal service

Your dining
corner

Your personal
meal box

Family doctor

Material flow
Information flow
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determine its qualifying performance:
1 – an organic food network, run through a
portfolio of selected suppliers, a specialised
platform, targeted logistics (already set up
to supply the chain of BioLogica shops) and
specialised points of sale;
2 – a vast assortment of ready to eat or heat,
fresh and seasonal organic and biodynamic
dishes;
3 – an easy access professional IT food advice
system, making it possible to run personalised
diets for users with special needs (according
to a set selection of pathologies, physiologies
and food cultures) and helping users choose
suitable dishes from a wide range;
4 – foolproof final preparation by means of
packaging able to “dialogue” with specially
provided microwave ovens, customised
refrigerated containers and automatic food
dispensers;
5 – a local delivery system and meal assistance
integrated with primary and secondary
logistics. This reaches right into the specific
context of use, where specialised operators
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or automatic dispensers fitted with intelligent
food heating systems, puts meals on the table
and manages waste.
Brand identity
The system innovation advanced by the four
solutions in Punto X requires a coherent
image. In their DNA is the co-planning
of three companies with different market
orientations and missions, so it is impossible
to think of a rehash of company labels, useless
to think in terms of restyling. It is important
to have a clear and unequivocal trademark
to indicate an apparently complex system,
which users must perceive as safe and easily
identifiable.
Punto X indicates a physical setting, clearly
recognizable in the choice of furnishing and
graphics, whose name is associated with a new
way of consuming meals. It is a metaphorical
place bound to the quest for physical wellbeing. Here the user is able to take care of
himself by eating well-balanced, organic food.
The theme of well-being arising from the

The Punto X solutions
performances are
the result of several
activities carried out at
different levels of the
system: in the solution
“Your dining corner”,
for instance, to allow
a user to choose, heat,
and enjoy a meal, an
interconnected chain of
service actions must take
place before, during and
after the core service
performance.
The need to replicate,
with the same quality
standards, such kinds of
interactions requires the
design and formalisation
of every step, defining
appropriate protocols of
execution and rules for
the actors involved.
Within this framework,
it has to be noted that
between the Platform
and the Service Manager,
the interaction is
very near to the B2B
franchise-franchisee
services.
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modern idea of caring for oneself through
daily habits, is here realised through a system
that offers new eating scenarios.
The brand and its colours are reproduced in
every accessory, creating a brand identity that
leaves little space for inaccurate interpretation.
Punto X appears as a system, coherent in
image but differing in solution, able to meet
the new requirements of those who decide to
feed on wellness.
Impact on context: benefits and
opportunities
Punto X offers the possibility of achieving
results, rather than purchasing products. Its
solutions are able to direct behaviour towards
potentially more sustainable, satisfactory
product-service systems.
It aims to maximise the positive elements of
its impact on context - socially, financially
and environmentally – by various actions that
make up a general strategy:
- enhancing the value of organic food chains
in both production and consumption;
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- caring for the socially underprivileged, or
people with practical difficulties as far as food
is concerned, by facilitating access to a suitable
diet and relative amenities;
-increasing the differentiation capacity of firms
by offering solutions of high added value for
the end-user, and expanding in each others
markets or in totally new markets.
- activating/regenerating local operations by
necessarily involving local players in setting
up services close to the user and, in so doing,
shaping new global-local relationships;
- mass-producing products and services to
maximise productivity and economy of
scale and scope, made possible by integrating
functions. This leads to lower raw material
and energy consumption than individual user
solutions, at both production and consumption
stage. Overall, Punto X can be presented as an
example of a product-system able to activate
win-win relations between different kinds of
players on the market. These do not exclude
leadership and enterprise roles for local players,
fruitful co-operations between profit and non-

Parallel to the solution
Punto X, a Solution
Oriented Partnership
has been developed,
to provide healthy,
convenient meals in
different contexts of
reduced access to food.
The matrix explains
each partners motives
in offering a solution,
being a result-oriented
system, instead of a set
of products or single
services.
This means that food
is designed for specific
needs and easy accessible
also in challenging
contexts.
Organic food manager:
BioLogica
System organiser:
BioLogica
Appliance producer:
Whirlpool
Dietary management
software provider: DS
Medica
Assistance provider:
PrivatAssistenza
Service manager: vending
machines managers
Solution centre:
Politecnico of Milano

gives
to…

Organic-food
manager &
System
organiser

Dietary mgmt
software
provider

Organic-food
manager &
System
organiser

Service
manager

Solution
Centre

Solution
Oriented
Partnership
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Appliance
producer

Assistance
provider

Service
manager

Solution
Centre

Solution
Oriented
Partnership

. high quality food
. new high quality
products to be
convenience meals
offered to customers for vending
machines
. a new service
concept
. new criteria and
. adds value to the
. a way to better
dietary tools for the satisfy customer
service portfolio
needs
development of
appliances for special . potential
food needs
networking with
food specialists

. knowledge and
expertise from the
organic food sector

. organic brand
identity
. expertise in
organic supply
management

. expertise in the
dietary industry

. advice and dietary
management
through
professional
software

. competences in
food processing
. hardware
appliances to be
integrated with
software

. to find applications
for advanced food
appliances
. to enter in the
service dimension

. a dedicated
appliance for
customers

. expertise and
products in the
white good
appliances sector

. smart appliances
for food processing
. brand identity

. specific knowledge
of a very sensitive
sector
. inputs and
feedback from the
reduced access to
food context

. specific knowledge
of a very sensitive
sector
. a new area of
business

. cognitive and
physiological
feedback to better
design the interfaces
of new appliances

. to complete the
present service
offering
. to better satisfy
customer needs

. expertise of a
specific market
. expertise in service
management

. feedback from the
final users
. statistical
databases

. feedback from final
users
. inputs to integrate
service and appliance
design

. catalyst in the
design and
development of
ideas
. manage partner
development

. to facilitate entry
into new businesses
. support in the
design and
development of
ideas

. to facilitate entry
into new businesses
. support in the
design and
development of ideas

. expand business
and new market
opportunities
. to become a food
solution provider

. new sales channels
. visibility and
recognition to the
. service expertise
end-user
. feedback from new
clients

. to find new
business perspectives
in the organic food
industry

. organic food
market expertise to
test the validity of
the software

. a way to enhance
the real value of the
organic food
offering

. to enter in non-medical markets
. to open and
finalise research in
new areas

. competences in
food processing

Appliance
producer

Assistance
provider

Dietary mgmt
software
provider

. organic food
market expertise to
improve the
performance of the
appliances

. to facilitate entry
into new businesses
. support in testing
of the solution idea
with their customers

. a smart vending
machine system

. social dimension
. expertise in
assisting people in a . access to a specific
specific context
context

. to expand the
service portfolio
. to extend the
offering to new
contexts

. expertise and
. service
entrepreneurship in management in
the vending
specific contexts
machine industry

. to facilitate entry
into new businesses

. to develop
expertise in
solution design
. to obtain visibility
as solutions experts

. tools and expertise
to facilitate and
manage the
partner-based
solutions

. opportunity to test
a methodological
toolbox
. expertise in the
food sector

. to provide
healthy, convenient
meals in different
contexts of reduced
access to food

. a new idea of
. a new service to be
service to be used to used to contact new
reach new customers possible context of
business
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profit organisations, symbiosis between multinationals and SMEs, or specific market sharing,
in a mainly bottom-up innovation logic that
brings new skills, activities and services into
play on a local basis.
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This chart provides the
general framework of
the full set of solutions
elements (products,
services, competences)
constituting the Punto
X system.
They are put in relation
to the main Solution
Providers in order to
define their tasks in
designing, building and
delivering each of these
components.
One of the main
challenges in designing
an industrialised
solution is to take
into account, from
the beginning, the
issue of co-ordination
and interfacing of its
elements. To do this,
the partners have fixed,
for each component,
some fundamental
constraints due to their
requirements/capabilities,
to be considered for
the successive activities
of product/service
development, carried out
independently by each
partner.

Stakeholders

Tasks for the Stakeholders:

Functions

Solutions
Elements

Organic-food
manager &
System
organiser
Dietary
manag.
software
provider

Appliance
producer

Assistance
provider

Service
manager

Others
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User issues
François Jégou

How can the three food delivery solutions
be compared? What are the similarities and
the differences? This chapter is the first of the
third part of the book intending to propose
a transversal analysis of the three Solutions
Oriented Partnerships developed during the
research project. It will particularly concentrate
on the nature of the different solutions
proposed: how do they answer to the various
contexts of reduced access to food? How are
they flexible and able to adapt to the different
contexts? What are the consumer benefits at
the level of the individual as well as at the level
of the community?
What do you get?
Looking at the three different proposals form
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the user point of view, what strikes at first sight
is the similarity of the end results. The product
part of the product-service system – what I
get in front of me, between fork and knife
– although emerging from parallel projects in
different countries look alike: pre-packed food
in individual portions, ready to eat or to be
warmed through a microwave system…The
choice of this kind of solution is due to the
necessity of delivering fresh food protected by
a packaging to ensure preservation.
Looking more closely to the product, an
important difference has to be underlined
in the quality of the food. Punto X meals
are exclusively based on ingredients coming
from organic production ensuring both health
benefits for the user and reduction of the

Allowing elderly
people to live as long as
possible, independently
and in their own home,
is a key challenge for
the balance of public
social assistance. The
question of autonomy
in meal preparation is
particularly critical: on
one hand it is one of the
first reasons why elderly
have to leave their home
for institutions. On the
other hand, current meal
delivery services are very
expensive and need to
be subsidised by social
services to be available
to those with medium to
low incomes.
All three solutions
faced this critical issue.
The adaptability of the
Partner Based Solutions
allows the servicing of
many different contexts
with combinations of
the same elements giving
access to a wider market
share and lowering the
costs of single delivery
to elderly people (and
physically handicapped
people) in their homes
and providing a better
quality service.
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environmental impact along the production
process. In addition, Punto X proposes a series
of traditional recipes promoting original plates
from Italian regional cooking in comparison
to most classical catering services, which are
based on main stream cooking.
How do you get it?
Zooming out from the product on my plate
to the service that delivers it, the originality
of the 3 solutions emerges strongly. The first
characteristic to be stressed is the choice that is
offered in delivery. Users of the three solutions
are able to choose between a variety of dishes
by ordering them a few days in advance. The
ordering delay of the DuniChef solution is
one day, offering to hospital patients a reaction
time similar to classical household shopping
management. Connected to these possibilities
of choice, all three solutions offer diet
management personalised to each customer
but also adapted to the context:The DuniChef
ordering system is able to integrate the patients
medical diet and offer them a choice of meal
within it; a Punto X installed at a gym may
allow organisations to offer a sports package
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with training and appropriate food.
Structural flexibility…
Whereas marketing of most consumer goods
only promotes small variations in products,
the 3 solutions offer here a real flexibility: in
terms of availability of different dishes but
also according to context-of-use. Different
Punto X settings are proposed in traditional
shops, in vending machines and in collective
or individual delivery. Each time the solution
includes all the infrastructure and equipment
in order to choose, heat and consume the
meal according to what is available from
the context. For the users of Punto X, this
flexibility of the solution means access to
organic food and traditional regional cooking
in places where currently only street food
is available. For hospital patients served by
DuniChef, flexibility turns meals into an
element of choice and expectation where food
is normally "imposed". This ability to adapt
the same solution to new contexts is a strong
added value from the business point of view
also. It may increase market share even facing
a segmented demand. Paradoxically, this strong

The chart opposite
proposes a comparison
of the three solutions
using such user-oriented
criteria as a consumer
association magazine may
propose to its readers.
The three solutions
appear to be very close
to each other, serving
many different contextsof-use, offering choice
between dishes and
diet support. The main
differences appear in
the general profile of
the solution. DuniChef
proposes a strong
centralised organisation
that can serve larger
scale institutions like
hospitals and offering a
very high level of predetermined flexibility
such as time to deliver
after ordering.
Punto X and La
Fiambrera are
more network-like
organisations adapted
to smaller scale targets
with a more diversified
flexibility enabling each
level of global and local
providers, as well as
users, to customise the
solutions in terms of
delivery, kitchen support
and variety of contextsof-use served.
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structural flexibility in terms of food choice
and context extendibility does not show in
the design of the products and presentation
of the service. Similar packaging and unified
image for all different situations: for old singles
and young sportsmen; for social services and
business market; for hospital and at home…On
one hand, this choice may be challenging
in terms of marketing but it points to
recognition of the brand and it is an interesting
characteristic in line with all best practices
of non discrimination in "intergenerational
design" and "design for all".
Enabling dimensions of the solutions…
Another interesting dimension of the
flexibility offered by the 3 solutions is a
stronger participation at local and individual
levels. The product-service system is not
completely defined by the core provider but
a certain level of "improvisation" is left for
the local provider and/or the user. It is clearly
illustrated in La Fiambrera and the Punto X
capabilities to integrate into the delivery of the
meal other products: fresh fruits and vegetables
from the market, small daily shopping like
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milk and bread, a newspaper… increasing
not only the individual benefits but also the
potential environmental sustainability by
allowing synergies in delivery. In addition, such
flexible solutions are open to the development
of additional benefits. In La Fiambrera for
example, the fact that an elderly user did not
pick-up their meal is the sign that they may be
ill, and the social services can be informed.The
Social Services may then develop a low cost,
non-intrusive assistance for the subscribers.
Another example, again in La Fiambrera, is
the participative dimension of elderly people
picking-up their meal instead of waiting for
it at home. The solution is customised for the
segment of people who are able to walk but not
able to cook and can't afford or manage readyto-eat pre-packed food sold in supermarkets.
The added benefits represent the enabling
dimensions of the solutions which allow each
contributor to the solutions (provider as well as
user) to improve it according to their particular
capabilities and interests.

1
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Industrial issues
Peter Joore

In this chapter an analysis is made of the
three cases, viewed from an industrial and
an organisational perspective. How did the
companies cope with creating the new
Partner Based Solutions, and how usefull
was the application of the SolutionOriented
Partnership approach? A closer look is taken
at the solutions that have been created, and the
way that they have been developed. Looking at
the lessons that can be learned from the three
cases, it is concluded that they all show very
encouraging results regarding the original goals
of the Solution Oriented Partnership approach.
Solution Oriented Partnerships
In each of the three cases, a new partnership
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has been created to deliver the envisioned
solution. The core partnership consists of
maximum three partners in each case, the
platform providers. The initial partners
Biologica, Duni and CDN, being the platform
promoters, have become part of the solution
oriented partnership in each case. However,
they did not always have the leading position
in it. While CDN was the platform promoter
for the Fiambrera case, Eurest clearly has a core
role in the solution. Also in the DuniChef case,
the new partner Trittico playes a core role in
the solution delivered. It is clear that these new
partnerships are much further developed than
regular buyer-supplier relationships. Although
the relationships between the various partners

From ‘Platform Vision’ to
‘Partner Based Solution’
The platform vision
of Biologica, ‘Get fed
with wellness’ was
elaborated into the
‘Punto X’ solution.
The original vision, of
feeding yourself with
wellness and health,
is thus translated
into a solution that
enables the provision of
organic food in places
where it was originally
not available. Duni’s
platform vision ‘Freedom
of choice’, which was
formulated in the first
phase of the Solution
Oriented Partnership
process, was elaborated
into the ‘DuniChef ’
solution. In this solution,
the freedom of choice
with regards to portion
size, the kind of food,
the price and the dietary
needs lies at the basis
of the solution. CDN’s
‘Good food for all’
vision evolved into ‘La
Fiambrera’ solution. This
solution encompasses
the original goal of
providing healthy food
for all people, including
those with physical or
social limitations.

Good food for all: la Fiambrera

Freedom of choice: Dunichef

Get fed with wellness: Punto x
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are less fixed than originally anticipated, the
cases show that the concept of a network of
partners together providing a partner based
solution can indeed function successfully.
Involvement of non-profit partners
Non-profit partners play a crucial role in the
solutions. This is most clear in the Fiambrera
case, where the local government Rubi has
the responsibility to provide food for the
needy. They play an active role in enabling
the solution as they organise the location of
the coolbox on the market, where the food
and shopping goods for the SME employees
are picked up. They also had a strong input in
the design phase, for instance stressing that the
peculiar habits of the users definitely needed
a coolbox with separate compartments that
could be locked individually.
Global – local elements
One of the ideas behind the Solution
Oriented Partnership approach is the concept
of producing important elements of the
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Platforms
solution on a larger global scale, while locally
In each of the three cases
adding specific solution elements. While in the
an organisational and
Netherlands co-operating with Trittico, Duni is
technological platform
already working with other European hospitals has been developed, with
several related specific
to realise new DuniChef implementations,
solutions based on it,
especially suited for
each
using the same solution layout and the same
a specific context-of-use.
packaging elements. In the La Fiambrera case,
In the Punto X case,
four specific solutions
Eurest is taking steps to implement similar
are based on the same
solutions in other European countries. It
platform focussing on
can be seen that the local adaptability of
organic food. In the
Fiambrera case, the
La
the partner based solutions are enabling the
provision of prepared
implementation of these solutions on a larger
food for social services
is combined with a
European scale.

Reaching new markets
For all companies involved, the Solution
Oriented Partnership approach has resulted
in entry to new markets that otherwise would
have been hard to reach. The background of
Biologica, mainly selling raw vegetables, placed
them far away from the actual end users.
Through the new focus on providing total food
solutions, the Solution Oriented Partnership
approach has created a new distribution

shopping service for
SME employees, both
solutions based on a
platform with a strong
logistics basis. Although
the development of
the platforms has been
a less rigid process
than anticipated at the
beginning of the project,
the concept of creating
technological and
organisational platforms
has been an important
tool in creating viable
Partner Based Solutions.
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channel for their biological (organic) food.
For Eurest, being a large caterer, small SME’s
and individual households were a market that
was too dispersed to economically serve.
The La Fiambrera solution has created a way to
connect several customers that were too small
on their own, creating a whole new market
that could formerly not be reached.
For Duni, the Solution Oriented Partnership
approach has opened the door to the care
market.Although the care market was appealing
to them, Duni had a hard time entering this
market on their own as the way of working
was rather different than they were used to. In
the process of creating the new Partner Based
Solution, they joined forces with Trittico, a
company that already had strong ties in the
care market, thus opening doors for Duni that
normally would stay closed.The fact that Duni
has now started a new business unit around
the DuniChef solution is clearly showing the
success of the Solution Oriented Partnership
approach.
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Sustainability
In parallel with social and economic benefits,
one aim of creating Partner Based Solutions
is to improve the environmental impact of
the solutions. The Punto X solution, selling
organic food, can be considered as ‘inherently
sustainable’: The more organic food that is sold, the
better it is for the environment.
In the La Fiambrera solution, the main
environmental gain is achieved by combining
the transport of prepared food and shopping
goods. The introduction of one pick-up point
for the prepared meals on the market, instead
of delivering from door to door, further
reduces the amount of transport needed. In
the DuniChef solution, the portioning of the
food enables the customer to order exactly
the amount of food needed, thus reducing the
amount of food that is not eaten and is then
thrown away.
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Solution Oriented Partnerships and Solution Centres
Tom van der Horst

What can be concluded from the cases?
An important result for the participants of the
project was the co-operation of organisations
in solution oriented partnerships, which would
normally not work together. This has resulted
in new solutions for companies to enlarge their
business and new solutions for government or
government related organiszations to improve
The ambition has been to facilitate companies their social services.
and government with an approach to conceive The solutions that have been developed are
and develop industrialiszed, systems of prepared to be multiplied. Solutions developed
products and services called solutions. Solutions, for one specific context-of-use can be adapted
which are specifically related to a given user in to fit other related contexts-of-use at the
a given context, that are sustainable, and that same time. And they are based on an industrial
are delivered in a highly effective way by a structure with global and local elements.
The solutions that have been developed
network of local and global partners.

Solution Oriented Partnerships: the
ambition
This book is the result of the European research
project called HiCs. Within this project a new
innovation approach, the Solution Oriented
Partnership approach has been developed based
on experiences in real life cases.
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The image shows examples
of the application of
the Solution Oriented
Partnership approach in
other domains.
Several new initiatives
have already been started
in different contexts.
Examples include
mobility, health and
care, living and office
solutions.
The books on the
image are virtual at
this moment.You are
encouraged to help
writing them in the near
future!
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are sustainable in three ways: profitable for
companies, beneficial for society (offering
a social added value creating local jobs and
enabling individuals in new local processes)
and ecologically improved compared with
existing solutions. In this sense the solutions
haves appeared to fulfil the needs from
government also in reaching a combination of
societal aims.
Based on the above conclusions it can be
stated that the multiplication of the solutions
within next future is a shared interest for
companies and government.
The fact that there has been this unique
possibility to build up experience with this
approach in real life projects was important for
the competence development of all partners
involved. The development from shared
visions to solutions in concrete practical
situations tied together the partners, pushed
the new solutions forward and created a strong
learning experience. Further development and
application of the approach in real life projects
should be continued in the future.
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Moreover the Solution Oriented Partnership
approach has developed and tested a way of
innovating that has potential for domains other
than food, and should be transferred to these
domains also.
Conditions
The cases have learned taught us about the
conditions that contribute to failure or success.
Companies can learn and benefit from working
with the Solution Oriented Partnership
approach as long as they are open to new
visions from unexpected players and have
the willingness and power to translate these
visions into working practise. All organisations
involved in the HiCs project were in that
position.
The cases illustrate that it is important to
position the innovation projects at a strategic
level in the organisation because of the major
impact they can have.
It has appeared that the contribution
of government is important to improve
conditions for the innovation of sustainable

The Solution Centre network
The Solution Centres
network aims to to
assist companies, NGOs
and government to
developing sustainable
solutions based on the
Solution Oriented
Partnership approach.
Services that can be
delivered by the Solution
Centres includea.o.::
- vision and solution
development
- partnership building,
both local and
international
- guidance with the
Solution Oriented
Partnership in practise.
Solution Centres
currently exist in: Italy,
Spain, Portugal, the
United Kingdom and the
Netherlands.

tno

cranfield
university

duni

philips
design
dalt

Solution Centres
trittico
Research Partners

politecnico
di milano
ds medica
ineti

rubi
eurest
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cdn

acu

whirlpool
biologica
privatassistenza

Contacts:
Politecnico di Milano,
Italy: www.dis.polimi.it;
www.dig.polimi.it
CDN, Spain:
www.cdn-international.com
INETI, Portugal:
www.ineti.pt
Cranfield University,
UK: www.technology.org.uk
Philips Design,
The Netherlands:
www.design.philips.com
TNO, The Netherlands:
www.tno.nl
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solutions. Government can assist in many
different roles, i.e.: in setting priorities on
specific sustainability issues for specific areas, as
a client for the new solutions, as a sponsor of
development, and as partner in local initiatives,
and as a facilitator of the multiplication of
successful sustainable solutions, for instance by
creating incentives for them in the market.

the development of real life projects with new
consortia and with clear learning aims should
have the highest priority.

For those who want to know more about the
background of the projects, Further on it is
recommended to also read the book: Solution
Oriented Partnerships. How to design industrialiszed,
sustainable solutions? The Solution scan,
Solution Oriented Partnerships in explainedmentioned in this book, can be used
Europe: next steps
to get a first impression of the opportunities
The success of the cases in this book gives and new perspectives and point of views ofthat
confidence that the Solution Oriented the Solution Oriented Partnership approach
Partnership approach enables innovations that can create.To assist companies and government
can fulfil the interests of companies, NGOs with further implementation of the approach a
and government in the Europe of tomorrow. network of Solution Centres has been will be
For companies the approach is an opportunity established. Partners of the HiCs project have
to build up experience with and create new formed this network in at least five countries:
sustainable business as a result. It has appeared Italy, Spain, Portugal, the United Kingdom and
that there are many different and good ways to the Netherlands. References are given in the
start up projects. An important opportunity for captions of this page.
government is through further dissemination So let’s start solutioning Europe for the 21th
of the Solution Oriented Partnership approach, century!
including domains other than food. To do so,
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